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Battle in Clouds from Heet of Aeroplanes, Gigantic Land Ene-menBetween Thousands, Hundreds of Cannon, Rush of
Cavalry and Infantry, Will Add Vivid Color to the Film
MOVED
Masterpiece of the Twentieth Century, WriUen anil
Being Produced by Lubin's Master Director
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DELAYED MAIL
IS
Washington, Nov, 17 President
Austin, 'IVx., Nov. 17. Threats to
Paso, Tex., .Nov. 17. Eleven
Wilson
does
not regard the Mexican make Texas "answer to the whole
men are known to have been executed in Juarez since Francisco ("Pan-cho"- ) situation as having reached any such Mexican people,
unless mercy is SEVERAL CITIES DEPRIVED OF
Villa and his, rebel horde cap- critical stage as to require the clos- shown Mexican ammunition
SUPPLIES ARE PROVIDED
smugdication from Washington that
4.
tured the city Saturday morning ear- ing of the American embassy. Dis- glers arrested last September at
WITH EATABLES
he was to close the American em-to
effect
that
reports
cussing
today
rebel
officials
The
exeadmit the
ly.
Springs, Texas, was telegraphed
All is in readiness the stage is set for the
bassy here. He appeared to have
great spectacle.
cution of that number. Americans he said Charge O'Snaughnessy neith- to Governor Colquitt today by 127
A epirit of tense excitement runs throughout the
Nov.
17.
abandoned hope of any renewal
The
Tex.,
Houston,
strike
er
had
been
city. Lite
his
nor
given
passports
who have frequented the city since
Mexicans under San Marcos, Texas,
an impending doom that threatens tn nh!l '
of negotiation with the Mexican
j umuiikVJ
its capture by the rebels, claim that had he been told to come back. While date. There were 14 Mexican smug- of operating employes of the Southern
black war cloud, hovering nearer antf nearer, brine-inin tfa uratrA
government.
details as to persons had changed,
23 have been executed.
glers, 11 of whom are still awaiting Pacific lines In Texas and Jxiuisiana
the grim toll of death, terror, destruction.
was ended today when the railroad
The bodies of most of the victims the main circumstance remained sub trial. The telegram reads in part:
With all the impressive, unbroken thrill of the hour before a
same
the
as
presl-denwhen
the
t
"We will not stand by such barbar yielded to the demands of the men
tare Btill unburied. More than 20 stantially
great batUe, Las Vegas awaits the command of Director Romaine
, Mexico
City, Nov. 1 7. An early
previously expressed a favorable ous state of
of thera of men execut-- ,
, corpses, some
things and will appeal to to meet a federated' committee of the
severance of relations between the
Fielding that will unleash the dojrs of
view of the situation.
some the bodies of victims of the
the Mexican nation if your
state four unions in the
on earth and in the clouds for the wonderful five-rebattle
United States and Mexico is regarded ed,
mov- controversy. The
Summing up the status of affairs wants to murder men loyal to the lib"The
ing
Golden
God."
here as inevitable. None of the news- battle, laid out all night in the rain the
spectacle,
picture
men were ordered to resume work impresident indicated that while the erty of an oppressed people."
in the Juarez cemetery, because
papers, whether printed in English or
attitude
of
Huerta
General
personal
mediately.
Tlio
had
not
been
governor replied, saying:
completed for
4
Spanish, published more than the graves
might have changed, the circum- Within 30 minutes after the an"I desire to inform you that your
briefest dispatches today touching on them. Three of them were in cof stances on which the American govthe situation, and no indication was fins, the others in the clothing in ernment bases its conviction that threat is certainly a brazen one, and nouncement was made hat the strike
The first of the thousands of visit death 011 his own dust 011 a circular
if any violence should come to Amer- had been
which they were shot, where it had
ended, wheels which had ors that will come to Las Vogas to track at Chicago.
given in these of the intention of
Huerta's
elimination
is
inevitable,!
ican citizens as n result cf it, each of been idle began to turn in the Hous- witness the
not been appropriated by the rebels.
Washington toward Mexico.
The hazard of the air has a grim
staging of the spectacular
The body of Colonel Enrique Por- - have not changed at all.
you will lio held rrjionsibl i undor the ton railroad yards. Announcement of battle and aeronautic scenes in
Whether the United States emRo. fascination for the daring boy. At
was
It
made
ut
the White law."
plain
the settlement was made by General mame Fielding s marvelous five-ree- l
bassy is to remain, or be immediately tillo, executed Saturday, was brought Hm,Se that the
altitude limits he recklessly jeers and
peremptory resign
withdrawn appears to bo a matter of to El Paso "last night, for interment
Manager W. G. Van Vleck of the Sun- moving picture spectacle, "The Goldsuperstition laughs fool
tion
of Minister Aldape did not effect
set Central lines here and was con- en God," arrived yesterday' 'and increasSEPARATE CONFERENCE NOW
which
Nelson O'Shaughnessy, the here today. It .was divested of its
Several months .130 McMilhardily.
the
American
as
It
raateria"y
plan,
American charge d'affaires, himself trousers and shoe, l.v n rebel whn
Washington,- Nov.
.Prospects of firmed by the federated committee ed proportionately today. It is ex- len was in altitude competition in tha
was pointed out that no scheme that
is uncertain.
The staff of the em-- was short on clothing, while it laid
separate conferences of republican of the strikers.
pected (bat the incoming trains Tues- east; with a number of famous airthis government might have depended and democratic
senators over curthe strike mail piled up at day will carry thousands of, visitors, men. Just as they were ready to
bassy is ready to leave at a moment's in tne Patio of the military barracks. on the
During
permanency of any member rency legislation loomed up
All rebels are
Sunday.
notice, and little surprise would be ,1" Juarez
again to- many places and supplies of merch- and hotnl managers are preparing for start, the slow, creepy notes of the
of the Huerta cabinet.
the!
in
need of clothing, and
day with some sentiment, thftt con- - andise ran low in towns which de- an unprecedented
felt here, although much alarm would Dadly
rush of business funeral dirge was heard in the disSecretary Bryan has ordered inves-- , gress might adjourn while they were pended exclusively unon the Southern that will test the capacities of their
be caused in case Mr. O'Shatighnesby distributions of captured federal uni- tance; slowly tha hearse md i4 !ot."
and his establishment, should take the forms, made Sunday by Villa, did not Ligation of the executions at Juarez, j being held.
Pacific for service
houses, and manv citizens, have
u u j
Mjnowfel prr,
.
t
go around, po there has been
b
evenijljr train for Vwa Cruz.
i
inn
!ii
Ther
was considerable gossip m e.crami;ie among the rebel soldiery for'
and iM tjl I
hotels.
political circles today of further the clothing of the men executed.
;
J cy u b i ,
hi iio
j, , i
The newspapers
The known victims
of the rebel!
change, in the Mexican cabinet. Gen- throughout the disregarded t2w dread advance pigiml
eral Amrellano Blanquet, the minister executioners so far are:.'
state have, risen to the occasion, real- of calamity and1 made an. alUinde recof war, & said to have had a mismi- Colonel Enrique Portillo
izing that the eyes of the nation will ord and won the prize.
derstandiii with President Huerta, ' Colonel Augustin Cortinas.
be focused upon New Mexico during
Mechanician Daring Auto Driver
'
which mayVc-aushim to leave his
The traveling auditor, on page 40 time and outlay that 1 have assumed find a
the staging of this spectacle and apCaptain Jose Torres.
"Billy"
Adolph, chief niechauiciau
of
what
copy
purports to be
of that now famous report of his, in oraer to entorce the lien of the
post.
not only the monetary, but for Aviator McMillen, is known, over
Captain R. Benavides.
official report , of San Miguel preciate
your
With the departure of Manuel Garza
also the great advertising value de- the race courses as one of its most
books state by individual tax suits after the
charges that there are oir-thCaptain Ricardo Contreras.
county officers covering the past 12 rived
of
from the remarkable production. daring speed demons. As reckless a
Aldape, late minister of the interior,
this
delinof
have
county officers.
done their full years. I have had no leisure to exLieutenant Pablo Riesses.
county $359,674.34
lorei guars here feel' that the cabinet1 Civllian,
driver aa is McKlien an aviator, the
unknown, said to be aideiluent taxes covering the, years 1900 duty in following the law.
amine the report, hut just
McMillen Makes Test flights
before
has lost one of its most levelheaded to Guillermo
e
191 1 both Inclusive.
But by such means only 1 collected
team
present two of tne must striking
This,
Porras, personal repre-jtG.
famous
Ralph
McMillen, the
leaving 'for Guadalupe county I had
more
members, an official
than
a
in
is
in the epeed world today.
$50,000
that
taxes
the
figures
General
elltia"y
county
of
charge
delinquent
Huerta for the
noticed articles in the Morning Jour- aviator, together with his crew of
could be depended on. His Suc- state of Chihuahua.
now t '')' v ..,; from gyve-,.-- !
is
officials nave been grossly negligent in Mora oounty, many thousands in nal and
Adolph
the New Mexican quoting mechanicians, assembled his cele"'
cessor has not been chosen.
San
broken
in
and a punctured lung a
I
ribs
am
and
Miguel
taxes.
much
not
county
Is
this a fact?
Jose Cordova, recent chief of secret
collecting
"The Romaine," at
report that there were owing in brated
In the meantime General Huerta is
of
a
El
result
cross
the
tlom au Iien letter of the district more than half through here after jour
service for Huerta in Juarez.
this county for the years 1901 to 1911 the aviation grounds north of the
v-- .
proceeding with his .efforts to organIt it m ;
Federal soldier who tried to es- - attorney, Mr. Ward, to Mr. Earnest, years of work. It may impress you inclusive, delinquent taxes
Plaza yesterday; and today recorded country raa two weeks
amounting
ize the new congress, regardless of
clip along tl 5 c "
several short flights. Everything Is at a
cape at cemetery while digging graves 11 appears that Mr. Ward took pains somewhat with the difficulty of the to Three Hundred and Fifty-ninThouthe notice given to ihim by John Lind for
work
when
tell
I
you that your own
dead comrades, knocked down t0 so over this matter with the trav-witfor the im- Adolph started to swing a eh
sand, Six Hundred Seventy-fou- r
and now ready and
that serious consequences would fol2
extensive
somewhat
n
Guadin
property
mense scenes which will be staged in the road when before h'ra
musket and executed while un- - elin8 auditor. The explanation is very
1 have
($359,74.34) Dollars,
low such a step. It was expected that
was duly offered for
a
f 1 M 01
ditch.
alupe
Adolph.
county
tip
deep
Mr.
no
and
offer
can
Es.rno:t
clear,
conscious.
1
glanced over that portion of the re- Wedneod&y.
a further attempt would be made by
. T
excuse whatever for not understand sale for delinquency in the 1911 genHundreds of people visited the avia- the brakes, which failed to v
Pablo Ibaves, .luarez policeman.
and
find
furno
port
that
make
you
eral
this afternoon to organize the senate,
1
that no bidders appeared,
x
tion
and watched mechanician jumped," the cv
Unknown civilian, employed In Jua ing it, except, perhaps, the excuse that that suit,
as Saturday's effort failed, owing to
the judgment expired and that I ther explanation than to say that the grounds yesterday
the ditch, a tire exploded,
is
he
We
of
inclined.
beautiful
the
rez customs house before the rebels
idiotically
prefer
assembling
many of the judgments taken in the
"s
the lack of a quorum.
to believe, however, that Mr. Earnest have been compelled to bring individ- district court
bird. Aviator McMUlen is en- chine turned over twice wr t
not
been
have
i
The chamber of deputies was order- captured it.
ual
reported
suits
to
driver
tho
ann
others
you
ing
clinging'
against
many
sucdid
over
thusiastic
for
understand
the prospects
the explanation but
"
Only four men were, executed Sun
ed to hold a session today for the
was
n
V
out
down there. 1$ is a rather strikipg to the treasurer.
from
r
dragged
cessful flights and anticipates, some
These were Captain Contreras, brushed it aside and deliberately
? r
purpose of revising the credentials of day.
example of the Inadequacy ';.ouF't&xfplU:Since the matter of collectloii,-oWeather wreck almost a pulp by a
record breaking heights.
mishis
wrote
so
to
as
a
report
who
was
give
taxes
military instructor of the
Is
in
'unuent
t
whothe
hands
Its members. Unless the United
a
him
th
to
'
largely
carried
have
as
as
city
far
you
not,
Wedtne district attorney, and since a forecasts are encourag'ng and
States finds a means to bring about federal garrison in Juarez under the leading impression of the facts.
cal
attendance.
have been able to find, made any f
nesday will likely bring to Las Vegas
Mr. Ward has also written a letter
alteration of the present plans, the Huerta regime. They are Jose E. Corturn whatsoever of your property inmost misleading.- and wholly unwar- - the
"The Golden God" Wonder f largest crowds in her history.
to
Governor
McDonald
is
which
in
who
very
had
been
dova,
the
of
charge
.
first regular meeting of that house
The mammoth proportion-Guadalupe county for 1912. I have ranted impression is certain to be, giv
n
Defies Death
Daring
Huerta secret service-iJuarez; Pa- interesting ruadingi
wilt occur on Thursday.
Informed the treasurer Htat it is his en by the publication- of the articles
Mr.
"11
by
play,
Fielding's
of
one
is
McMillen,
Ralph
aviator,
Both letters are as follows:
blo Ibave,
Juarez policeman, who
duty to make a collector's assessment referred to, I shall seek to make this the most interesting personages in God," are almost beyond ri
Huerta's Final Word Spoken
Las Vegas, N. M., tNov. 15. 1913.
had assisted Cordova
his
in
work,
to
as
the report the
you as public
against you and against others who letter
General Huerta regards his part in.
flying world. today, absolutely to those unsophisticated, in i 1
Hon. Wm. C. McDonald,
have failed In like manner.
1
i
One or itself has been made.
the recent exchange of communica- and the federal soldier prisoner who
fearless,
ready to plunge into any of, the photoplay. "With severe
Governor. of New Mexico,
the chief difficulties we have to meet 11 seems lmpossioie tnai you are race or meet or dipping contest at wind men in massed array, t' 1
tions with the United States as fin- was at work with a squad of fellow
Santa Fe, N. M.
is the contention of the small tax- not aware that there is Iprh than ir0.l the
ished. He expects to find no difficul- prisoners digging graves. The latter
'
drop of the hat. game to the last sans of troops, dozens of ct
Dear
Sir: I received a copy of the payerthat the rich, the powerful, the 000 in delinquent taxes actually ow- and highest, level though he may be hundreds of cavalry and tl a .
t
ty in consummating his plan to bring evidently feared execution when takEarnest regarding owners of land
in
his new congress to full organization en to the cemetery, as it is the feder- report of Howell
some
in
I
to
and
this
desire
county.
ing
grants
refresh
a
with
'a
machine
broken
ciorcplintH
sntttti
thur
his
driving
his activities- - in. San Miguel county.
instances, prominent officials are no- your mind as to my efforts to assist leg; flaunting precedent and super- btttle tn1 a'd their Ej,1 t '
tomorrow, and he continues planning al army custom to stand a victim on
as
it
was
and
It
to
addressed
you
a
of
the
brink
him
and
his military campaigns and carrying
grave, shoot
toriously lax in paying taxes.
you in arriving at a correct conclu- stition in the face and lacking it as nitui'e to the iir.me .0
I
allow his body to tumble into it. He was unaccompanied by any letter
You will, in my respectful opinion, sion in regard to this matter:.
'
out his policies of pacification.
St turns around: the
1
Till-l
" i
of the
am not certain whether it came from be
more real service upon
What further move may be taken ran and was overtaken by a rebel
v
'11- '
conferring
,111
sUes
y
'hi
defies death and
n'uu ttiii yvu iuiu your oeiiI am acchpse anj'1
et Washington neither the Mexicans who broke his rifle in the terrific you or, from the auditor.
!
taxpayers Of Me.w Mexhco by set- - uties began your labor here I took at every turn of his plane.
i .
both fjr e' i
of my
i'i
a
copy
you
cordingly
sending
nor the foreigners here find an easy blow which he struck. The fleeing
ting them a prompt and shining exam-- Up the question of taxes with you
-- t ( tat
1
A
school
of'
of
the
Wright
ir
graduate
oj
j
As
pro)
the
Pie in the matter of returning your
one to answer, but there was notice- soldier fell unconscious and was then open letter to Mr. Earnest.
i 'lb )ti
it r
(
you engaged in making a aviation, McMillen has combined wn.li
,
if j;
able today an Increasing expression "shot. An American railroad man was misleading and injurious statement is property and paying taxes thereon,
the'
of
the
technical
of
on
the
knowledge
ra
'
transcript
perfect
atic
and
delinquencies
'
t'
made, with no qualification that San than
of opinion, that the United States eyewitness to the affair.
by considering the erroneous and 1901 tax roll. I pointed out to vou his art, pained under this famous mas-- ! v, Id tout- tho 5 taxes
jj
Miguel
county delinquent
would continue, her hands-of- f
misleading information
ot ad-- i ' i
policy.
tl an 1 1, ir, t j i .
amount during the period covered to tho tax condition of this concerning that the PoROB Land Grant,' the Lm ter of tin fv.r an inherent love
j
Chihuahua, Reported Fallen
county
has
linn t u
led
venture
TODAY IN CONCfi
and; daring that
and the Xecolote gMnt
1 tha
?rMt
I
t
i
Fifty-nin- e
Thousand,
Three
hundred
un,'
It waa reported1 unofficially today
nor
the
mshed
auditor-;had
you
traveling
Nov. 17. Sen.,.
b,.PU reflIrT,rd alpr hv ckllM, to the tor.niost rutin in ihi the mot
M
Washington,
1, l 1
t e
; t
of
and
r
Six
Seventy-fou- r
Hundred
the more especially as every step that!
that Chihuahua had been captured. at noon.
wno httd pm aU taxe3 0will(t u?)0il darisiET of
t
t 6 ct
bi
in
(359,674.34) Dollars, and as various can be taken under the law has
The war department, however, has
naval
Churchill's
,
fe frd that tbe
8al
Winston
t'lt-- t
beenjtlie
holiday
i t f '
111 lr
as
t
furnishing
3,
newspapers
you
quote
His
Mama
Iowa Boy Speed
little information regarding the mili
no (.utieii iy iiuiifn an
was endorsed In a resolution intro- them with the information, I think it ictiYu ami win
of the gr.vils Hioniselves was :1 iM
- t i t1 t
t
t
i1-ilit
A Bull of !oa.
the
taxes
tary operations, and especially those
duo,
actually
Thomas.
exani-tha- t
Senator
duced
erronous,
and
t
for
by.
to
fair
this
of
county
you
the
citizens
'I a
i
showing
it
it
only
I have the honor to be
in the north. In which the rebels are
interested in mechanical
Gross-Kellarid' Company
Banking committee continued work and to the taxpayers of the state as
f
)
ti
i
(
ra
said to be victorious. The situation
lit
aa
most
far at s t
Toyanepg
Yours
respectfully,
injtii
hill.
returned the whole area of the
well, that all correspondence on the
f
a
ebotit Tuxpam, the center "of the oil on administration currency
tho racing automobile r;
CHARLES V. G. WA.llD.
m.
noon
until
Pocoa prant and paid taxes thereon, ! , ..
Adjourned at 1:3(5 p.
subject be given to the press. This
.nuninenee he b"tnri t1! r
jil ,l
industry, is described as acute. The
that other claimants had paid taxes art aiiil became f .mO'i cm r
county assuredly wauls all the light
rebels are urging the foreigners to Thursday.
situnoon.
.
at
tax
N. M Nov. X, 1913. on a portion ol the grant, so that
Mot
House:
the
Las
thrown
upon
possible
Vegas,
1
Vi
the 5,:;; eastern cm
. cap their wells and to leave them, as
3 had been collected Ms
really nico t
hfthe rebels don't propose to leav? an .Progressive Leader Murdock iutro- ation. Wo must have a. more effect- Mr. Howell Earnest,
i
r
inncia, daring
t
bills.
ive tax system or we cannot collect
than wcro Ttd y due.
)
Traveling Auditor,
unrestricted supply of fuel oil for the duced his party's
although many a d
I showed y ) that B'ich snutts as bren!t:-r.tvN
Adjourned at 12:10 p. m. without all the taxes. I do not believe there
Santa Fe,
TRilroada nor to enable the governca!;-rrcod
'
Sir:
ment to derive revenue from thnt transacting any business, until noon is any law that requires mo to go to I"
r
b'm. the worst tit '
the enormous trouble, expenditure of
' it h
Thursday.
'
I: : ri
source.
T'pon iiiv return from Santa Robs!
(Curuibueu oa Page
ou
uh :
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Nov. 17. Mr.
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noon, said he had received no in- Mexico
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

PIIILIPPI RE WOOD

FADS AND
FASHIONS

11L

November 17. The giving them more freedom in
York,
of thw National Horse showing, but it was left to the Turkisli
in this city today means, in a great skirt to introduce the necessary
the opening of New York's ness from waist to ankle, so that the
Bocial season' with all its gay life, ex- hips and kneea could be easily mov
travagance, oddities and display of ed. As the long coat does not go
wealth In clothes and jewels. Today well with such a skirt, one notices
and all through next week the ob- that the smartly dressed women are
server Interested in women's fashions adopting the short, square coat, slash- will have an opportunity at Madison ;ed at the sides, which Is commonly
New

j

FORESTS OF THE ISLAND OFFER

j

INDUCEMENTS TO AMERICAN
CAPITAL

Square Garden to study first hand the called the Turkish jacket.,
latest productions of the designers': Net and chiffon are much used in
.and couturier's art and genius. Not combination with fur for collars and
alone at the horse show, but at the muffs. Huge muffs of black or
restaurants
and hotels ;ed fox have ruffles about the hands
the
patrons of the horse of wide pleating Of cream or pure
frequented by
show, there will be ample opportunity white net mounted over chiffon. Some-- '
to study the latest developments in times the collars worn with these
muffs are finished at the ends with
the realm of fashion.
fichu-likfrills of tulle and chiffon.
in
are
who
those
is
It predicted by
sashes
Tulle
are made with bead
a position to know that fur costumes
ends.
of black an.i white
One,
edged
sensations
one
fashion
of the
will be
used together, has a deep bead
of the horse show. The majority of tulle
these costumes will undoubtedly be ornament, on the end, made of beads
of gray, green and silver. The ornadeveloped In the dark furs, principally
ment ends in a long bead fringe.
broadtail, or the imitation broadtail
Sometimes pink and white, blue, and
that
so
very clever
cloth, which is
black and gree, and other color
white,
the
reveals
close
a
inspection
only
combinations
of tulle are used. The
is quite supple
truth. Moleskin
bead
ornaments
invariably are In harused
this
to
for
be
purpose,
enough,
and a few of the more exclusive cou- monizing colors.
Plain and brocaded plushes and velturiers are showing entire costumes
vets
and velours are employed
for
shades.
in
curious
dyed
of it. often
In Paris the white fur cloth costume many purposes. Plain plush is used
ef- for practical coats of the (serviceable
is the last word, and the
sort, while the brocaded effects are
moire
a
is
continued
poke
fect
by
used for dressier
garments; Mate- bonnet. It is doubtful, however, whe
or
lasse
velvets
and velet-striped
white
ther in this country the
fur,
costume will ever be considered aSj eens printed in simple shaded stripus
in imitation of corduroys are a new
elegant and distinguished as the
J

j

e

fancy.

Wa:'k.

f

Coats of velvet, plush or pile fabrij
have cutaway effects. The fronts are
widely lapped and fasten with a single large ornament or a fancy button.
Collars are quite large, and. mostly of
the shawl variety, though some are
made to button high. Sleeves of prac
tical garments in these materials, ate
tho regulation type, set in at the
armhole. Those in dressy coats are in
the mandarin style, and some are
quite extreme.
Colors in pile fabrics for coats are
mostly black, though taupe Is well
liked.
Several shades of blue and,
stances there are triangular insets at
beautiful
golden tans are also smart.
intervals arnunn me oouout
There are also some striking designs.
of the tunic.
in
stripes and brocaded
Bands of fur simulate the surplice
patterns.
draping on the bodice or outline the
Black leather bags are now trimmed
neck ar.d sleeves, but quite as. often
small jet beads, embroidered in
with
the fur is omKtfcJk entirely oil
Intricate designs in the leather. The
aceentuato
the
to
as
If
the corsage,
band of embroidery is often fipished
contrast, between the transparent corwith a dangling bead fringe.
kage f il tho heavy fur sklt. Thej
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS
be
to be successful, should
jacket.-tshort,
scarcely
jauni.v, ;p A;ferably
reaching Ut the waist line in the front
and rouuCing at the sides toward the EAT CABBAGE,
FISH,
back, where they are) extended in long
coattails.
SAUSAGE, NEW BREAD
Although the fur costume promises
to be the sensation of the dress parade at the horse show, velvet cos-- ! "PAPE'S
DIAPEPSIN"
DIGESTS
tumes will undoubtedly be in the nia- FOOD WHEN STOMACH CAN'T
jority. There will be tbetailored suit
CURES INDIGESTION
in velvet, straight, narrow, jaunty and
thoroughly good looking, and the dresDo some foods you eat hit back
sy afternoon costume, with or without taste good, but work badly; ferment
the matching velvet wrap, and in the into stubborn lumps and cause a sick,
evening the spangled fur trimmed de- sour, gassy stomach? Now, Mr. or
collete frocks. And the smartest of Mrs. Dyspeptic, jot this down: Pape's
these will be developed in black vel- Diapepsin digests everything, ieaving
vet. Practically all of these velvet nothing to sour and upsef you. There
costumes will be trimmed with fur. never was anything so safely quick, so
Hands of fur will mark the boufant certainly effective. No difference how
tirapings. at the sides, a snug collar- badly your stomach is disordered you
ette will swath the neck, big fluffy will get happy relief in five minutes,
button will ornament the fronts and but what pleases you most is that it
wide bands will encircle the sleeves strengthens and regulates your stommidway between the elbow and tbe ach so you can eat your favorite foods
wrist. Putois, or fith, is gaining dai- without fear.
Most remedies give you relief some-lime- s
ly in popularity as a fur trimming.
The soft brown tones are very geiter-they are slow, but not sure.
"Pape's
Diapepsin" is quick, positive
and
well
harmonize
ally becoming
wi.h velvet. Leopard appeals mainly and puts your stomach in a healthy
to 'the woman craving conspicuotts-ness- . condition to the misery won't came
back.
skt-nlis also very popular.
You
feel different as soon as
Flounces! ars quite as much a feature of tho velvet frock as cf the "Pape's Diapepsin" comes in contact
ebeer,. ti.lle ianjo gown. Instead of with the stomach distress just vanvHvet i.
black metre ribbon ishes your stomach gets sweet, no
no belching, no eructations of
In velpet, as well as
may tie
undigested
food, your head clears and
in clout, the )i top formation of the
skirt is well- liked, and the fullness you feel fine.
Go now, make the host investment
is very
r plated into the waistyou
in
line
vu a way that a yoke effect cent ever made, by getting a large
case, of Pape's Diapepsin from
is 8imulf.tv.'.
in the clever back drastore. You realize in five
any
drug
peries thr are many touches reminminutes how needless it is' to suffer
iscent, cf he ''ustle, for on many of
from
dyspepsia or any
Urn nt wen :,
the fullness is stomachindigestion,
disorder. Adv.
the.
to
brought
tack, and then caught
There are many ways of fashioning;
the fur costume, but as a general rule
a wide band or flounce of the fur
forma the lower part of the skirt
There U r.o rule, however, regulating
oi' this
band. In Borne
the depU
skirts it icu.iK'j above the knees, bo
that the coats hangs over it, giving
the effect, when the coat, is worn, of
an entire fur suit. On others it
stops several inches below tbe knees,
and the tunic of saiin or chiffon just
meets it. A band of the fur la a stiffening for the tunic, but in some in

two-tone- d
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The first big sale of Philippine timber, offering opportunities for lumbermen In the United States, has just,
been announced by the bureau of
affairs of the war department.
While there are American firms
operating in the Philippines, it is
pointed out by the officials of the u
that the Philippine islands offer
to progressive lumbermen chances
for profits not excelled by any other
field in the world. The forest officers of the Philippines state that the
Islands contain 200 billion feet of
merchantable timber for which there
la a large present demand and that
practically all of it is owned by the
government and is available under
very favorable terms. In almost all
cases the forests can be easily logged
by the most improve machinery and
methods.
The timber itself, it is pointed out,
includes structural material of great
value, In addition to many fine hard- woods particularly suited to cabinet,
work.
In this latter class some of
the plentiful woods may be sold In
competition with mahogany, such is
their beauty of grain and richness of
color. Manila is only two days' distance from Hong Kong, and China,
which has largely exhausted its tim
ber, furnishes a, ready market. Japan,
Australia and even the United States
will take Philippine lumber, which is
admitted free to this country. One
of the commonest Philippine timbers,
red lanan,: which works and finishes
well, has been sold on the Pacific
coast where it served the same purpose as the finest redwood, which it
somewhat resembles, as high as $80
per thousand board feet.
Government timW in the Philippines is offered at a very low rate
and it. is stated that the labor problem is in no sense difficult. Investments by Americans are not. only invited, but are encouraged.
The Philippine bureau of forestry,
in this first sale which is being called
to the attention of American timber
conoperators, is offering a
cession which gives exclusive rights
to a tract comprising about ft:", noo
acres, which contain' nearly 2 bi'lion
board feet of timber. It Is required
that the successful bidder shall keep
up a certain minimum output which
starts with 15 million board feet dur-iPing the first two years and increases
to an ultimate of at least 21 million
A modem sawmill
and
per year.
logging equipment must. rj established and also a patrol system for the
prevention of fires and trespass.
A complete report on this body of
timber, which can be had at the of
fice of the director of forests in Manila or at the bureau or 'nsular affairs in Washington, shows that the
region occupied by the main body of
c.onthe tract presents ideal
ditions.
This report shi.t
-
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EXTRA SHOE SPECIAL

Women's Coats at Thanksgiving Prices
$31.50
23.50
19.50
14.50

to $37.50 garments for'
to 27.50 garments for
to 22.50 garment for
to 18.00 garme,it." for

..$27.25
19.75
17.35

,

ia.65

Exclusive Styles In Women's Suits
$32.50 to' $45.00 Suits for
27.50 to 31:50 Suits for....
21.00 to 25.00 Suits for

f

j

1

i

i

$6.50 to $7.50 WAISTS FOR $4.75

$

CHILDREN'S GOAT

$3.00

to $3.50 WAISTS

FOR $2.50

Do" models in the
''Restshu" styles offer the
greatest possible comfort for
the feet wide, roomy toe, very
flexible soles and neat stylish
appearance make them especially desirable. They come in
patent, leather with cloth tops
or all gunmetal
$4.00
"Baby

$1.50 LACE WAISTS for 98c

ONE FOURTH OF"F

MILLINERY AND RIBBONS

Our entire stock ot Women's
Tan, Russian brown, Buckskin
the newest
Shoes, including
and best models of the season,
14 and 16 buttons," combining
style, quality and comfort to a
baximum degree; worth $3.60
to $5.00 a pair; special for this
sale .
$2.95
Footwear of Merit

$29.00
22.50
18.75

Newest Novelties in Silk and Lace Waists

'

MISCELLANEOUS

All women' and children's trimmed hats, including some very
desirable Gage models, all this season's stock at

ONE FOURTH OFF
.'ioi: e and Satin Ribbons, aix inches wide In all the new shades,
worth 40c per yard, special
......32c
Satin and Taffeta Ribbons No. 100 all desirable colora and best
27c
quality, worth 35c per yard, special
One lot of fancy Plaid Ril bona in excellent color combinations
19c
worth 23c iter yard special

ITEMS

flannel, 12 yards for
v
Dress Ginghams, 12 yards for
75c all wool Eponge, per yard
$1.10 to $1.25 Cotton Blankets, large size
$1.75 to $2.00 Cotton Blankets, full size, heavy
75c and 85c Silk Lisle double top hose
50C Hose, silk Plaited Boot
fi5c Pull Plaited Hose, black and colors
Merode Union Suits, 'white and natural merino, worth
1214c Outing

jj

12c

"FRANKEL"

00

l.no
.55
go
) 50
65

,

$2.25

32
,43
1.75

GUARANTEED

yasmiatm6 Son

SL'IISandOVERCOATS
FOR MEN

INTERWOVEN

25c

A

SOCKS

PAIR

.SonthSidePiaja

8

li'ng

i

A

I

j

roads can be built easily and cheaply
and that the entire timber belt can
be logged at a minimum Qf expense
and trouble. The amount of timber
per acre varies from 12,500 up to 30,- 000 board feet and more.
In the
four principal types of forest embrac- ed in the area, ducn valuable material can be secured from even the least
"u
"
wi". according to figures of the
bureau, provide a handsome profit for
an outlay comparatively small in relation to the value of the. timber
which is to be exploitea.
The principal kinds of wood are
the lauans, excellent construction titn- bers and somewhat
comparable in
to the Pacific
properties-coai;t redwoods;
yacal, one of the
most valuable because of its great,
strength, and '.ts resistance, to de--j
struct ion by white ants; spitong, quite
comparable to the hard pines of the
Tnited States, and various other hard- -

which have already found a
place as substitutes for mahogany.
It is required that the successful
applicant shall furnish a capital suf
ficient for the immediate prosecution
0f the work, the amount ig this case
beinK placed at not less than 100.000
leeos, Philippine currency, equivalent
woods

j

t- -

is proposed that, all bids for this
timber shall be opened in Manila on
December 10. For the benefit "of
prospective purchasers in America,
however, unable to prepare their applications and have them received in
Manila on or before that date, the
bureau of insular affairs in Washington will on notification before the
final day send! a cablegram and have
the time extended until the actual
bids can be received In Manila.

Forest Capacity

Increases

In a resume of grazing business in
the third district during the past fis

"OFFICER 666" PLEASED
V:

$50,000.

It

cal year, the forest service reports 251 crossing permits were issued, althat government ranges in New Mex- lowing the crossing of 24,461 head Of
ico and Arizona supported during all cattle and horses and 1,997,557 head
or part of the year 340,283 head of of sheep and goats.
cattle and horses, 913,389 head of
To facilitate this feature It the
sheep and goats and 528 hogs. The business regular driveways arte estabnumber of paid permits totals 3,211.
lished and the forest rangers' through
These figures show an increase ov- whose dst.rict the drivewAs
pass
er the preceding year of 7,843 head have charge of the crossing of
tha
of cattle and horses and 14,333 head stock.
No charge is mad
for the
of sheep and goats. But, it is add- privilege of
crossing exceifor freed, the number of stock grazing un- quent, journeys of the fsame stock
der paid permit does not comprise which is considered to Jtnount pracall of the stock using national forest tically to a short
gracing season.
A feature of the bu ftttess which the
range, since forest users are allowed
to graze milch and work animals free forest service viewtwith
satisfaC
cf charge, tip to a limit of 10 head. tion is the
companjrve rarity of tresBesides the stock reghiarly grazed pass. During
jfeyear Just past there
on forest range large numbers of ani- were but
29iolat.lons of the grazing
mals, chiefly sheep, annually cross i"eguJiiW.iu.fr6!i the 18 forests of New
the national forests in traveling from lyTexico and Arizona
through trespass
summer to winter ranges and (x4 of stock in forest range,
though the
versa, also in going to and from pri- total number of transactions In this
vate lands, ranges on Indian reser- branch of the work was 4,4fi2 for
the
vations, etc. During the past year 1,- - year.

f

A BIG AUDIENCE IN ALBUQUERQUE
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When the draper id continued on the
coat by an arrangement of the godet
pleats, ihe effect is even more startling, bui. surprisingly becoming to the
ta'l, lithe figure.
it cannot be denied that the Turkish nk'.rt dominates all others
In
walking suits as well as in afternoon
and evening gowns. It is achieved
in various ways and, as rule, is artisormfort-!'.- .
tic at", well as becoming
Trif Rlaslil skin, it
trr.e
fit-.-

hi

f to woun'n, by

DANIELS

AT

KANSAS CITY

Kansas City, Nov. 17 The Kansas
City Commercial club today completed preparations- for its annual John
Jay Day banquet, which is to be held
Wednesday night. The guest of honor
arid principal speaker at the banquet
will be Secretary of the Navy Daniels.
Tonight at the Duncan opera house
Secretary Daniels will appear as tbe
will
occur the third theatrical offerpersonal representative of President
Wilson, and It. Is understood that the ing of the present season, "Officer
administration's banting and currency 6Cu." This play has had long runs
me
vj;l be lb 8u;jfet of his In New York, Chicago ami fxmdon.
and has enjoyed heavy patronage in
address.

smaller cities. Doubtless
the'
production will meet with the approval
and applause of the Las Vegas people,
who will be present, in large numbers,
judging from the advance reservation.
"Officer 668" played at Albuquerque
the.

Friday night. That it pleased its audience there is indicated by the following review, which appeared in Saturday evening's Albuquerque Herald:
"Officer 6G6" at the Elks' theater
last ulght, kept a crowded house

laughing immoderately and some-- , scenery was sumptuous, the acting
times hysterically for two solid hours, j finished and the fun continuous and
It was clever and convulsing, and so infectious and irresistible. It
pleased,
ful of impossibly funny situations, all unqualifiedly,
one of the biggest
happening at once, that the audience j houses of the season and was an
on the qui vive every minute. The 1 attraction.
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of the girl who killed him. Accomii
possible are to be ner
panying Kendrieks to the house was OPPOSES SEGREGATION
registry division.
his second wife, a bride of three
"In the office of the auditor for U;a
weeks.
As Kendrieks stepped into
to hava
OF
COLORED
OTKEBS poslcfflce, segregation
the dining room Letha Perdue enterbeen
most
out.
worked
In
skillfully
ed the room from the other side.
one room colored men operate what is
"Well," said Kendrieks, "get the
ASSOCIATION FOR ADVANCEMENT known us the 'gang-puncand la au-baby ready. I want to take him home
NEGROES TO TAKE UP
OF,
other
force
room,
the
at the
working
with me.".
THE PROBLEM
''assorting machines' is entirely
"Jim," said the young jrirl. "what
do you mean by
mo this way?
New York, 3gy. 17. The National
SIXTEEN YEAR OLD LETHA, PER- You asked me treating
"In the bureau of .engraving and
to marry you and we
Association
for the Advancement of printing the lunch room assigned
DUE SHOT AND KILLED HER
were engaged. You knew I loved rou
BROTHER-IN-LAColored People today made public the the colored women is
and I thought you loved me."
unsanitary, m
"You are a lair," exclaimed Ken report of a special agent sent to the postoffice department there is no
Huntington, W. Va., Nov, 17 The drieks,
to members of the Washington to investigate the segre- lunch room at all for colored help.
term of court which convened todav Perdue according
who
witnessed the gation of white and colored employes In the office of the auditor for the
family
in the little town of
Wayne, the seat tragedy. "I never did Intend to marry in government departments. The in postoffice, the colored women were
or the county of the same, name and
vestigation was made as the result of taken from light and airy rooms and
you."
situated some 15 miles south of this
Kendrieks, according to the girl's many complainta and inquiries. The Placed in an unpleasant alcove. In
city, will be made notable by the trial statements, then started toward her association has 20 branches through- the dead letter office, where the colof one of the most sensational cases with a
threatening gesture. Whip- out the country, Moorfield Storey of ored workers have been grouped back
of alleged murder ijrj the
of
a
history
ping revolver from the folds of her Boston is president; Oswald G. Vil- - of a row of lockers, the part of the
this section.
skirt the girl began firing. The first lard of New York Is chairman of the room chosen is least desirable.
The defendant is Letha
Perdue, a bullet went through Kend rick's shoul- board of directors, which includes,
'As far as could be ascertained on
Pretty girl 'who only recently passed der and he
with his assail- among others, Miss Jane Addams and ly one official has given the colored
grappled
her sixteenth birthday. The victim ant. A
second shot was fired and Miss Lillian D. Wald.
people an opportunity to express
of the tragedy was the
girl's brother- - the bullet crashed through the man's
"The effect of segregation," says their opinion of the policy of segreJames Kendricks,26 years old chest. As her victim
sank to the the report, "is startling.
Competi gation. Arrangements for segregaand a member of the fire department floor Miss
Perdue
the revolver tion has, been eliminated. Those seg- tion had been made In one of the diplaced
or this city. On the afternoon
,of to his head and fired two bullets into regated are regarded almost as le- visions of the
pension bureau, but
lune H last Kendrickg was shot and his brain.
pers and get what no one else wants. when, the chief of the division learned
killed in the Perdue home, near the
Segregation in work has been effect- that the colored employes were op
village of Kellogg and only, a short
ed so far without official orders. Gen posed to
separation, he gave them an
distance across the county line from
Remedy as Bad as the Disease
the excuse is a readjustment opportunity to vote on the matter.
this city. The Perdue girl made no
"On the seventh of February I con- erally
of work to increase efficiency."
They were unanimous in their
attempt to deny the fact that she had tracted a severe cold followed by a
fired the fatal shots.
Individual
Taking
up
and
final
loss of voice. I tried
cough
departments,
That the defense will probably rely many remedies none of which did me the report says:
"In the miscellaneous and examin-nRegulate the bowels when they fail
upon a plea Qt "the unwritten law" is any good. I then went to my
family
division of the bureau of enslav to move properly. IIEUBINE la an
indicated by the girl's statement to doctor and he swabbed my throat five
admirable bowel regulator. It helps
the effect that she killed Hendricks or six times with some abominable ing and printing, workers have been
the liver and stomach and restores a
because he had wronged her. Rela- stuff. I think it was beneficial but paired according to race. In the dead fine
and buoyoncy.
feeling of
tives of the slain man, however, vig- the remedy was as bad as the disease. letter office of the postoffice depart- Price 50. Soldstrength
by Central Drug Co.
Adv.
orously deny that any such cause ex- At last the thought struck-- me why ment colored employes have heen
isted! for the tragedy nd
they have not try Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. segregated back of a row of lockers
announced their intention to aid in I did so and this morning my voice in a corner of the room, in
PILLS
fact, in CHICHESTER
the prosecution of the young girl.
is fairly good and is gradually grow- this department, segregation
practicOn the day of the tragedy Kendrieks
lllH.n,..,J
ing better," writes II. C. Clay, pub- ally amounts to elimination. In the
1'IUkin It. fir,,! '.l,j ....(r.l
'
h.ivcc. wnlofl aith Ml,.. t.;"..i
had gone to the Perdue home to get lisher of The
I TrLa tan nttinv
colored
ft...,
Reporter, Rapid City, treasury building
clerks nave
Ak f or c ff 1.4 n .rvn
his little child, born to the father's Manitoba. For sale
not yet been segregated, but it seems
by all dealers
W y'-r- bnywn fis Best, Shiest. A)way.KeHabl
union over six years ago with a sister! Adv.
to be understood
that as manv as
SOIOBY DRUGGISTSEVER'.
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OF MURDERING

education is perfect and never makes
but why the board should
New
mistakes;
in
always something ."doin?"
so
on
attacked by a lot of SAYS THEY GIVE BETTER SERV-ICviciously
going
York, always something
tojbe
THAN HORSE-DRAWweak-kneesoft
and
heads
the
old women
stir up excitement and to give
EQUIPMENT
trousers
.in
Last
because
it
wishes
about.
to
to
talk
keep
people something
,
week it was the election with every-- married women out of the teaching
Chief Fred Phillips of the fire deforce is difficult to understand. In
thing that goes with it in a big citypartment
returned Saturday ujght
and the! spectacular war show at Mad- the first place it Is still an extremely from
different
points in Kansas, whe
doubtful
week
question whether it is tor
ison Square Garden and this
he hus been on a business trip foi h
the
best
of
the
interest
national
of
education
the opening of the great
past several weeks.
Mr, Phi'iips
horse show. It is true, the sensation- - to employ women as teachers. In made a
of fire
special
examination
the
second
there
can
be
no ques-thplace
al feautre Is a trifle late this week,
automobile trucks. He re unied hon-to
tion
as
the
fact
e
that
but
there
the
employ-wertoday,
big show opening
enthused over this style of equipment
plenty of smaller excitements jinent of married women as teachers and anxious to recommend the purhas great disadvantages.
scattered through the week.
chase of '...truck for this city.
IT1.A
l.t? la ntrpr nnrl tins nnanpri Even WOmen teaching ur1ni-lChief PLJllips, while in Kansas City,
liable
to
become
mothers. In that
into history, but the usual aftermath
to 27 alarms vita one of
responded
.
. .ii
,
rtS
ll
it " Jiaaa nnn eQ
nnni1!
i ttm wuujiiuiis
is Donna the
I every election, tne paying ou ol
of the firo cartir.ent
companies
to
sata- milt
result. The mother' mmst oitw.. of
furnish
nrnhnhlv
i .lanftnn uw"
t'
that city and with seremi of Hie
iy tjicuuu
unicj
amusement, to many people for some .neglect her own child to attend to other stattoiis. He found that ho
.
rtnVmni m
1i,tiaa In" nuum
ll hot """
cue musei neg- - automomle. is
time 10 come, n.iil
ceuiug wan ureuy
giving far mor.
as
duties
her
a
election
had
teacher
to take
on
the
just
and is costing le3 Mi roiupar-isobeavy
andjiect
than any other equipment. He
although the odds on the victorious proper care of her child. One does
candidate for mayor were heavy, there not have to be a college professor learned that better service generally
were enough enthusiasts
ready to to understand that both conditions can be obtained from an auto truck
cash.
It is esti- are equally undesirable from human- and that the best of equipment of this
put up the required
mated that several hundred thousand itarian as well as educational reasons. class can stand considerable hard
knocks.
dollars were lost by the backers ot
As Christmas is approaching the
Chief Phillips made trips on several
the Murphy ticket.
Politics is a queer game, and often "Spugs," as the S. P. II. G. or Society different makes of fire trucks and
it. is extremely difficult to foretell for the Prevention of
Unnecessary found that the American-LFiance
what the outcome of an election will Gifts is familiarly called, are reopen- Combination Is giving the best satisHe will recommend this
be. Yet, as a general rule, the sound ing their agitation. The object of faction.
common sense of the masses may be the society is undoubtedly sensible, truck to the' city council at the next
relied upon to a sreat extent. A but it is extremely doubtful itUtLUi;. meeting of that body.
It was necessary to place a new
dtinirmilll In fliio ntitr ttrhn Vino oovof the SOCletv Will h a.blfll in malto. mnnVi
horse In the local fire team Saturday
al burlesque companies on the road J Progress. It is true, the efforts
has the utmost confidence ward abolishing the unsafe and ins me to take the place of "Sam," the faith
in the sound common sense of the methods of celebrating the glorious ful old horse who has served in that
position for many years and has al
On the morning of election Fourth of July have to a great
people.
he bet one of his shows against tent been successful here and ir. ways given complete satisfaction until
a box of cigars on Mitchell. He is manv other cities, but in that case of late, when his age cut his speed.
"Sam" is in a serious condition and
probably not more pleased than the only the fireworks trust was the loos-res- t
not; live more than a few weeks.
may
er
was
an(1
Jt
the
in
unfortunate
of the respectable citizens of New
The other horse, "Rock," is not much
tion
of
to
unable
use
leing
an
not
did
that his opponent
any
get
ments in favor of a' noisy Fourth that better than "Sam," according to the
to collect the stake.
would have appealed to the masses. chief, and it will be necessary to obtain a new team soon If the truck is
The great military spectacle at,In tl!e case of the "Spugs" however, not.
purchased.
is
I1'11"3
c,ear
that, they will find
t
Madison Square Garden last week
arraved
so-them
a.
not
against
enormous
crowds and proved
tracted
only
PRIVATE TEXT BOOK FOR
Phalanx of merchants anxious to
remarkable success in more than
WOMEN
do
hiS
holiday business, but combined
oue way. Ifl it was intended to help
Which will aid yon to make sure of
the universal peace movement by de-- : childhood of New York and an
the exact nature of any female com'helming majority of their fond
of
clearly the horrors
plaint with which you may be afflictthe show must be. adjudged a
ed, is offered free of cost to any womfailure.
Instead of inspir-j- ,
an who will write for it to the Lydia
The Criterion theater, long one of
Jngthe spectators with fear and hor-E. Pinkham Medicine Co., of Lynn,
ror We spectacle aroused in a moat'1110 'eading playhouses in New York Mass. Your letter will be treated as
unexpected manner the martial spirit a,ld ln thR verv heart of the theatric- - strictly private, and the book mailed
dormant in many apparently common al district, is to becomo a movinrr in a plain wrapper, Every ailing womiplaceand peaceful persons. It mint picture theater. Just how soon ihe an should send for this book today.
be attributed to this stirring exhibi- change will be made depends upon
tion tilat during the week of the shov the degree of success of the attrac
the reiYuiting stations of the United tion now running at that theater.
n. b
TO
from Present indications the
.States afcmy in this city, usually quite !Judsin
. .
.r... .... . j,
ueseriea. 'were crowaea with appli- - ru" or t,le Dla' W'H Probably not jlose
LEAVE LAS VEGAS
:auts anximis to exchange their civi until spring, but, whenever the olay
0
uuveu
we
mili-nvovies
lian garments for Uncle Sam's
mi,
will move in. It is said that ttm nnn.
tary uniform.'
cern which has leased the theater BAPTIST PASTOR ACCEPTS CALL
TO A CHURCH IN CAIRO,
in
The lot of the bcird of education intends to show "feature films"
MISSOURI
that
theater for which prices of adof New York City is By ,4Jp. means enas
mission
as
?1
can
high
be
viable.
charged,
By Its attitude concecnln?
Rev. X. B. Green yesterday prethe employment of married women cs and to use the house as a sort of adto the congregation of the
sented
venture
for the films of the
teachers in the public schools of the vertising
First Baptist church his resignation
company.
producing
city the board has stirred up a veriThe moving picture buisiness has as pastor. It is likely that the res- table hornet's nest and brought upen
isgnation will be accepted with re
iiwlf a peck of trouble. A tremend- - already grown to enormous propor grets. Rev. air. Green
has been call
tions and is still developing with ra
as amount of perfectly good
t
ed to the pastorate of the First Han- is wasted in the agitation which pid strides. There seems to be no tlst church
of Cairo, Mo., and will
is carried on against the board cf limit to the enterprise and advertis
his new work about December
begin
education In this case. It cannot be ing ability of the film companies. 15. He will
engage also in evangeNow it is reported that they contemtruthfully asserted that the board of
listic
work
in
connection with his
plate to Invade Ihe field of "vice duties as
a
pastor.
plays," and the Universal Film com
Rev. Mr. Green has been located in
Ugly S
pany has made a dramatteation of Las
Vegas for about two years, and
the report of the Rockefeller commithis work here has been highly suctee on the white slave traffic. Films
cessful. His departure will be rewill be prepared which will be adver
gretted by the citizens in general as
You Marvel How Worst Skin tised under the title "The Traffic of well as by his congregation. Mr. Green
Souls." These
which, it is returned' Saturday from a vacation
Eruptions Disappear as Result said, will be evenpictures,
more realistic than
trip to his old home in Armstrong,
of Famous Remedy
the scenes of the vice plays, are to Mo. While in
that place he conducted
be produced under the direction of a revival
which resulted in 19 addi
the Travelers' Aid society and other tions to the
membership of the Bap
organizations which look out for the tist church.
welfare ot young and inexperienced
girls in the Iar6 cities of the coun
Hunger the Best Sauce
try. The pictures are to he given a
Sauce is used to create an appetite.
try-ou- t
at one of the New York houses The
right way is to look to the diges
in the near future.
tion. When that is good you are cer
tain to relish your food. ... ChamberA Hint to
lain's Tablets Improve the digestion
Young Mothers
"When my children show the
slight- and create a healthy appetite. For
est symptoms of being croupy I give sale by all dealers. Adv.
;
If you should meet anyono varnishing a them Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy,
'fiore Willi a reusy ointment, your bfHt advice would bi- to quit sucU tilings ana and when I have a cousrh or cold on
NO MORE TANGO
attoud to thi hlood.
To siKwssj'ull.y UtfUt any blood troublo, the lungs I take it for a few days
Albuquerque, Nov. 17. Teachers in
some eruptive skin disease
It eczema, and am soon rid of the cold,"
writes the city schools cannot tango or rag
lupus, psoriasis, malaria or ocrotula gvt
Sta., Mo. if they would please the hoard of eduyour blood under the influence of S. S. S. Mrs. Clay Fry, Ferguson
Jt Is one o those rare medical forces which The first symptom of croup is hoarse-neecation, and that is rather Important
act In the blood with the same decree of
give Chamberlain's- Cough Rem- to the teachers. The board has not
eertainty thut Is found in ail natural tenmanner
dencies. The
la which It dominates edy as soon as the child become
teachers from
actually prohibited
and controls the myHterious transference
of rich, red, pure arterial blood, for the hoarse and it will prevent the attack. dancing any of the
steps
diseased venous blood is marvelous.
This remedy contains no narcotic. but in a
resolution recently adopted
Out through every skin port acids, germs
For
sale
by all dealers. Adv.
and other blood Impurities are forced ln
the members clearly intimated their
the form of Invisible vapor; the bowels,
dislike of the tango and rag dances.
bladder
and all emunetories of the
kldaeys,
ILLINOIS I. O. O. F.
body are marshalled Into a firjhttn;; force
The same resolution bars Nsachers
t expel every vestige of eruptive disease.
Springfield, 111., Nov. 17. A week of from attending any dances, tango or
There Is scarcely a community anywhere
but what has Its living example of the interest to the members of the Odd otherwise, during the five lays that
wonderful curative effects of 8. S. S. Get Fellows fraternity
throughout Illinois school is in session. The inference is
a bottle of this famous remedy
and
if your case Is stubborn r peculiar, write was ushered in here today with the that teachers may dance sedate eteps
to the Swift SpecMc Co., 216 Swift Bldg., annual meeting of the
grand lodge. Saturday and Sunday if they cai-Atifliitn, fi.
Io not permit anyone to talk you Into During the week the state encamp- to. They may also dance tho tango
rome useless compound fhey put np as a ment and the Rebekah etate
assembly If they care to risk the displeasure of
Mibstltute for S. 8. 8. No honest druggist
also will be in uess'do this.
the board.
New York, November

17, 1913
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funded by the county commissioners
This and this only is what has been
done in the cases you quote and a
little more careful examination of the
records would have convinced you of
this fact and enabled you to" haye
avoided giving publication to an erroneous statement which reflects unfairly upon the county board.
Had you cared to secure and publish accurate information concerning
the tax situation here, I could have
furnished you with correct data, as I
have furnished it to the territorial
board of equalization, to the governor
and to various members of the legislature, hoping to assist somewhat in
that most important of all desideratum
for the state of New Mexico the enactment of a wise, effective and uniform system of assessment and collection, of taxes.
Yours truly,
;.
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of aeroplanes in the spectaculn-battl- e
in the clouds 'in Romaine Fielding's great
l
play, "The Golden God' Wednesday.
Large pictur
$6.00
in his Curtiss
"The Romaine' ready for a flight. - Upper Insert McMlller snapped at an
3.0C McMillen
elevation of 1,000 feet. Photos by sstaff photographer.

Dally, by Mall

One Year
Six Months
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most spectacular scenes are staged,
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
thousands of visitors and townspeo?2.00 ple win visit the aviation
One Year
grounds
1.00 north of the Plaza to 'witness
the
Six Months
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mere effort than any district attorney
magnificent spectacle.
could reasonably, be expected to make
The entire expense of production the San Miguel del Bado and the por- had been and' was
being expended in
(Cash in Advance for Mail
in being expended in this
city "and tion of the Mora grant formerly ass- clearing up the delinquencies.
I inSubscriptions)
Remit by check, draft or money aside from the financial benefit essed in San Miguel county had been formed you that I had spent months
in making a complete and accurate
order. If sent otherwise we will not brought by Mr. Fielding, Las Vegans declared by the courts to be
value to
and that the tax assessments were record of the delinquent tax rolls. As
appreciate the advertising
be responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application, ihe city in .being the stage l'cr the erroneous. I referred you to hundreds a .' matter of fact, Mr. Earnest;,,,, you
production of the greatest s motion of assessments on the Las Vegas could have gained trout the transcript
picture ever made in America.
grant made during the years when in my office in a single day all that
AT
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
Instructions tat Assistants
settlers claimed title. and informed you learned by two months' examinaEXPIRATION OF TIME
The instructions to all those who you that the courts had finally decid- tion of the records.
PAID FOR
will take part in the big motion pic ed that the title was vested in the
It may be that you found a few inture production this week have been board of trustees of the grant, that stances where the tax records showAdvertisers are guaranteed the issued. Work will start tomorrow they had paid all taxes assessed ed payment of taxes which had not at
largest daily and weekly circulation morning at 8 o'clock, provided the against the giant and that the many ihe time been reported to the treasof any newspaper in northern New weather is clear. All Elks will meat individual assessments were double urer. Yon are in error,
however,
Mexico.
at the E. Rosenwald & Son store on and erroneous. I also showed you when you assume that no report of
the West side at 8 o'clock. All sol
quite fully the absolute impossibility court judgments was made to the
diers will meet at the armory at the of
TELEPHONES
preventing double and erroneous treasurer. The judgments and orders
'.Main 2 same time, and all tnose who regis assessments in a county where the are prepared in duplicate and when
f Business Office
Main 9 tered at the E. Romero hose house titles were so much in dispute.
the clerk makes the entry
News Department
on his
will be at that place at 8 o'clock to
An examiutiou of the records must books, he delivers the duplicate copy
receive their identification cards. have convinced
you that theSaws for with the money collected to the treasMONDAY. NOVEMBER 17, 1013.
Promptness will be the special feat- the collection of taxes had been fol- urer.
ure of this gathering, and all are re
I fail to understand
lowed to the letter in this. county,
liow, knowing
quested to be at the places specified that
had been made each the conditions
here . as you must
publication
at the time stated.
judg- - know thein, after
a general suit brought,
learning as you
The first work on the big picture year,
all property offered! must have learned that every officer
and
ment
taken
will start as soon as possible tomormust have known that connected with the enforcement of
who will for sale. You
row morning. AH those
of the cost even for the tax law was doing his duty in
not
to
aviation
the
take part will go
list was ev the matter of collecting delinquent
the
delinquent
publishing
grounds west of the court house, or
method. You join- taxes, that the amounts appearing on
er
collected
this
by
court
house
of
to a place north
the
in-on the West side, as directed. The ed with me in asking the treasurer the tax rolls were in multitudes of
stances
at
make
to
another
selling
attempt
that
erroneous,
unavoidably
tomorrow
scenes that will be taken
the work of collecting the taxes ac-- l
will be In these locations, and doubt this property to the county and
to
sale
the
of
certificates
the
tually owing was being pushed with
less will attract considerable Interest
1910. You all possible speed, that
(Continued from Page One)
for
the
bidder
sides.
year
on
you should
highst
both
citizens
the
among
To avoid accident, all persons tak may be interested to hear that this have without any explanation permit
(iie "Golden God." The labor revoing part in the production will be re advice wa3 followed and that not a tee; to be puDiisnea a statement so
lution touching the
tinder of the
quired to surrender their fire arms single bid in any amount was offered ruinous to the credit of the countj
world's people Into fire is led against and other weapons before the work upon the certificates. So futile and as that delinquent taxes amounting
tlie Golden God by Richin Manlove, a begins.
expensive was the method laid down to the immense sum you quoted were
itopian and dreamer who piano the
by law that I advised the treasurer due in this county.
freedom of the world. The mental
It is not true, as your report appears
not to publish any delinquent list for
TOURISTS ARE HURT
to Indicate, that any favoritism has
struggle between tbese men is typiSanta Fe, N. M., Nov. 17. While hgn. You advised him to the
fied in the physical conflict of the
to Albuquerque from this city, trary and the county was put to an been shown to any class or any Indimasses and armies controlled by the
expense of almost ?5,000 for publi:a-tio- viduals. The list of delinquents you
money combine.
bile tourists of Morristown, Minn.,
fees at the legal rate and I am publish is not at all a fair or repreFielding's Personality Paints Power were the victims of a serious accident informed that not a single sale was sentative one. It was the fact, as
In the role of Myton Power "The
yesterday afternoon five miles south made, and that the county receive 1 you could easily have ascertained,
Oolden
Romaine
God,"
Fielding, of here.
not one cent in return for the ex that all but one or two of the tax- known as "The P.elaseo of the PhotoWhile traveling at a good clip their penditure. You must have realiacd ' payers you mention bad H'lins much in
play," finds full scope for his wonder car struck an obstruction, causing it that in a district where large land excess of the taxes due still owing!
ful personality and power of charac- to turn a
complete somersault. The grants predominate and a vast nuni- - frvi the county, and in every instance
terization.
Power, the supreme being occupants were thrown clear of the ber of titles are in conflict, you. can-- 1 before such sums were paid in 'ull
that rules the world, attains hi3 posi- machine and rendered unconscious by not sell property at delinquent wale; the county commissioners insisted on
tion and retains it by his all power- their falL
ithe payment of his taxes.
They lay beside the road to anybody at any price.
ful mentality. Throughout the con- until a
party of Colorado Springs I wish also to recall to your mind. Such men as Judge E. V. Long,
flict, though at times touched to tourists on their way to this city from that I invited you to my office where Veeder Brothers, Filadelfo Uaca have
tenderness by the appeals of the Albuquerque, came along and discov- J showed you that practically eve-- v been delinquent and settled undc pridowntrodden masses, he remains the ered them. Both Mr. and Mrs. Smith cent of
delinquent tax money that had vate suit for practically all the years
master to the end and in the final re- were
placed in the car of the Colora- been collected in years had been col- your report covers. Honorable A. A.
formation and summing up la which do Springs party and a quick drive lected through the medium of individu- Jones has paid his taxes on land
lie gives back to the world its free- made to St. Vincent's hospital here, al suits, notwithstanding that the ex- grant property only after they became
dom, he typifies the inevitable man where surgical attention was given pensive and inadequate method laid delinquent and through special acthat had been moulded into the form the Smiths. Mr. Smith suffered inter- down in the
general tax law hud al- tion in the court.' Governor McDonald
of "The Golden God."
nal injuries and a WoltcH leg, while ways been folowed to the. .letter. I is numbered among the delinquents
Citizens
With Fielding
his wife escaped with a badly sprain- showed you that I had filed in the in Guadalupe county. The Martinez
The las Vegas commercial bodies ed ankle and severe shaking up.
name of the Btate individual suits Publishing company has two or three
are lending all the
with
The Smiths were making the trans- for the collection of every cent cf de- tax suits pending. These are being
in their power to assist Romaine continental journey from their home
re
contested by Mr. Felix Martinez's at-linquent taxes in this county--moFielding in making a success of the in Minnesota with Los Angeles as than 1,500 in number; tbat I had made tprney, who claims error. Mr. Jones
great battle spectacle, "The ,Golden their objective point, ,'
;;
collections in hundreds of cases: that! has doubtless had good reason for
Cod," vwhlch is now being produced
than half of (these suits ha- f laying payment of his taxes owing to
in its? entirety in this city at a cost
All of
been disposed of and that the worl' litigation as to his boundaries.
of $30,000.
the others mentioned may quite well
j.Cfaarles CV Catroh accompanied "by of collection was being vigorously-pro-The business men of Las Vegas say Albert
Clancy, came in Saturday eveni- secuted. You' must have seen the have had sufficient reasons to justify
they surely can do no less to assist ng- from their homes at Santa Fe tax
judgments on the court records. them in becoming delinquent. I have
J!rM-'icklinthan did the citizens of and will leave tomorrow for that
Instances merely to
If you doubted these records Chief j quoted these
Tucson, Arizona, when a production place. They spent
you had any
hunting Justice Roberts, Judge MeFie or Judge fphow you, if indeed
yesterday
of much less proportions was put on at the lakes north or the
city. Mr. Mills could tell you that these judg-- j doubt before, that the trouble has
there and the stores and factories Catron and Mr. Clancy are well
merits were taken and collections been with our Inadequate tax system
losed for the Cy and the
Sand not with the tax collecting offi- people known in, Santa Fe.
made by the hundreds.
Swiped in. the picture simply or the
I
had
brought icfals.
You were aware tbat
advertising value the making of tbe
in M iraj Y7ou assert in your report that the
also
suits
of
manv
hundreds
HABEAS CORPUS ASKED
would make for their city.
1 bad pra
San Miguel county commissioners
N. H., Nov. 17. The county, that at that time
Concord,
Mr. Fielding announced that
he
Morn
have
violated the law tn giving rework
hi
hh-eseveral thousand men for amended! petition for a writ of ha- tically completed my
and you have quoted the laws
bates
all
delinquencies
in
of
h
clearing
county
acts as a stay
beas corpus, whi
the battJe scenes and wonM etm
You knu-of New Mexico In support of that
rolls.
tax
from
the
the
K.
county
Thaw
of
fwti
removal
sS.
Harry
..mrl'ymBt to aartod to
two assistants statement. 'But you have quoted onda'a' work would be of financial! Jew HampHhire to New York. was that I had employed
filed by Thaw's attorneys
the and a stenographer to assist on'tax ly a part of the law. Tho San Mi"
ine i.emre, however, of the United States flixi.rict court here to- cases. ,ind
commissioners have
yott knew that I tad dili- guel county
ii3 to Rive Mr.
Fielding as day. The amendments to the
no
cases
for years succeedrebates
on
these
worked
granted
mysjlf
original gently
assistance as possible viihont
iMtitwn were necessitated bv tiie In until my health brofc.e down undsr ing 1902. Tha part ot the law that
fxnwe than for the great dictment 'n New York eonntv charg- the strain. I told 7011 at the time you fail to quote was t'tst provision
'rcaiiy engaged.
ing consptracT to escape from the that it was a waste ot your time aad which says that when there has been
iiRs
furnish a. hundred Mattwawan
the people's money to go over the double or erroneous taxation the parasvi'tni.
?'R i i'l participate in the
shall upon
tax records, whore not only had rtie ties so Coubly ftsaensed
wi,on t!s
srwwrsl laws been followed, but that paying tlie doi'Lie amount have It re- -
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After carefully examining our Ready-Mad- e
department, we find that
we have slightly overestimated'the amount of Ready-fladSuits and Coats
is
This
due
have
to
the continued open warm weather.
we should
bought.
to
season
an
is
each
with
Our rule
open
entirely new stock of Garments
are
we
If we do that next season,
compelled to close out our stock at renow
when
duced prices right
people necd the goods
e

r

WHAT WE DO

and $17.50 Coats and Suits. Newt Styles, Each . .. .$'12.88
$20 and $22.50 Coats and Suits. Newest Styles, Each . . , 15. DD
$25, 27.50 and $30 Coats and Suits, Newest Styles, Each 21.00
$32.50 $37 and $37.50 Coats and Suits, Newest Styles . . . 2G.QQ
$15
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White Shirt Waists
Reduced 25' PerCent .:.

All

VUdiesats'Specially
Priced

fi

$4.50 Hats, Lalest Models,

One Lot of White WaJsts,

Each

$5.50 Hals, Latest Modeis,

Worth up to 51.75, Your
Choice for

Each.
$0.53 Hals, Latest Modeis,'"
$7.50 Hals, Latest Models.

98 Cent
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Mrs. Charles Stevenson and sou left

KHB

'this afternoon for Raton where they

J' PEESONALS

will visit relatives

for the next few

MONDAY,

SPECIALTUflKEY
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17, 1911

Five

TEI

.
days.
m am t
A
Harry Russell of Oklahoma, who
visitor in Laa Vegas for
K. H. Nohr of Watrous was a busi- has been a,
fcwtweeks, left last night for
the
past
m
Las
ness vjtUtor la
Vegas today.
(to
ai & W
Bias ganchez of Wagon Mound was his home.
GEGUI
Mrs. O. D. Gephart of Raton, fora business visitor in Las Vegas tocame
in
a
city,
ar
mm
m
merly feJderVthis
day.
several
for
a
days'
SaturdayHyenlng
Gun Sosoya of Santa Fe is in Las
CHACON .AILS TO APPEAR AND
visit with friends.
Vegas visiting relatives for a few
Oee Lot Clioice Fat
WARD "aSKS COURT NOT TO
J. J. Hennessey of Chicago was a
days.
j business visitor in the city today. He
FORFEIT BOND
J. B. Van Horn of Santa Rosa came
il
is lookand
in
Las
locate
Vegas
may
in Saturday evening for a short busi(SL
Dressed
Turkeys
Little time, was consumed
this
ing over property here,
ness visit in Las Vegas.
B. S. Hlirfsotf oft, Waterloo, la., remorning by the. district court for San
Mrs. A. H. West came in this afterturned toJhiViioiSP yesterday afterMiguel county.in organizing and getnoon from her home in Santa Fe for
noon! aftier having been a business
ting the business of the regular fall
a Bhort visit in Las Vegas.
!
AS LONG AS THEY LAST
visitor here for the past few days.
term under way. .Court was opened nuel R. Lucero, Raymundo Martinez,
Berlin
of
H.
Heights,;
Hoag
Floyd
Mrs? A. T.-- Rogers, Jr., and son WalTeodoro
at
10 o'clock, upon the order of Judge Gumeslndo Ortiz
y Ortiz,
to
O., ie in Laa Vegas and expects
do returned last week from Colorado
David J. Leahy. The grand and petit Gonzales, HIpolito Leyba,
Eugenlo
CASH
FOE
SPOT
winter.
the
for
here
locate
will be given for bis address
where they have been
juries were empaneled from the ve- Sanchez, Cleofes Arraljo, Raymundo
Mra. J. H. Moore or Toledo, O., ar- Springs, Colo.,
ur evidence of his death. ,
weeks.
several
the
past
nires served recently by thet sheriff. Lucero, Lorenzo Leal, Ctcilio Lujan,
rived in Las Vegas yesterday after- visiting for
S. K. BAUGIIMAN
E. Rosenwald, head of the firm of
In former years it often required the Belisandro OrteSa Isidro Sandoval.
noon for a several days' visit.
will
Pound
this
leave
Oxford
Hotel, San Diego, Caliif,
major portion of the opening day
H. L. Freeds of Beaver Dam, Wis., E. Rosenwald and Son,
will
where
he
Kansas
for
City
and the issuance of special venires to
is In Las Vegas and! will remain here evening
visit relatives for tne next lew
A tight feeling in the chest accom
fill the jury panels. Under Judge
for several weeks as a ivsitor.
" :
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
panied by a short, dry cough, lndi- Wednesday
C. C. Davis of Raton came in last weeks. ;':
Leahy's regime the strictest of busi- cates
an inflamed condition in the
New York Nationals and Chicago
New York, Nov. 17. Early weak
D. Manning and A. L. Lisbey, two
CIIAS. ROSENTHAL
ness, methods have prevailed, at a lungs. To relieve it buy the dollar (
night and will he a business visitor
1
Americans
sail
from
ness
Vancouver
on
of the market today was based
prominent actors in the play "Officer
of
in Las Vegas for the next few days.
hundreds
dollars
of
size BALLARD'S HOREHOUND SYR
many
saving
last night
to the county.
largely on the decline of American
UP; you get with each bottle a free their world tour.
,
Murray Carteton, Jr., and E. B. 666," arrived in Laa Vegas
5-10
RED PEPPER POROUS
stocks abroad, followed by foreign
Thursday
Wheeler of Wagon Mound were busi- and will appear at the opera house
Immediately upon being empaneled HERRICK'S
PLASTER for the chest The
Packey McFarland vs. 'Kid Al- selling here and by moderate offerness visitors in Las Vegas yesterday.. tonight.
the grand jury began its delibera- relaxes the tightness and the Bymp
plaster
10 rounds, at Waterbury, Conn.
We are placing all pur $8 and $10
ings from professional traders in this
J. L. Richley, a. well known lumtions. Deputy District Attorney Ches- draws out the. inflamation.
It is an berts,
entire
the
market.
Saturday
ber man of Maxwell, came in. Satur- hats on sale for $5 during
v
ter Hunker has charge of the pre- ideal combination for "curing colds
Annual meeting of the Amateur
Substantial declines among the
day evening for a short business visit week. Come early and get yoursentation of evidence to the jury. It settled in the lungs. Sold by CenMrs. btandAthletic Union of Canada, at
leading shares attracted buyers, who
Mayor R. 'J. Taupert left Saturday choice. For cash only.
was stated that the grand jury likely tral Drug Co. Adv. "
'
believed the tendency of prices reevening for Santa Fe, where he will ish. Adv.
would return today an indictment
H. E. Fell, trainmaster for the sec
be on court business for several days.
Intercollegiate
cham cently indicated that the reaction had
the
Joe Benberry, colored,
against
Charles A, Mason, a well known ond district o the New Mexico divis
run its course. This buying, coupled
SATURDAY'S FOOTBALL
pionships, near New York City.
man who severely cut James Black
Phil Cross vs. Frankie Madden, 10 with coverings by shorts, eliminated
sheep man of Fort Morgan, Col., was ion of the Santa Fe railway, came in
Yale, 3; Princeton, 3.
also colored, in a saloon row 'Satur1- a business visitor in Las Vegas yes- yesterday from Raton fof a short
losses.
rounds, at New York.
Chicago, 13; Minnesota, Tu Benberry is mdici
'
ay afternoon,
business visit.
"Kid"
10.
vs.
Brannl-ganWilliams
terday.
Bulls bid up prices wherever there
Dartmouth,
35;
.Carlisle,
Patsy
will
ed the charge likely
be assault
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Jahren of
6 rounds, at
Jacob Gross o the firm of Gross,
0.
were
evidences of over-sol37;
Brown,
Harvard,
Pittsburgh.
condia
with
deadly weapon.
Wagon Mound came in Saturday even- Kelly and company returned to his
Football
tions. Traders on the long side, howMichigan, 13; Pennsylvania, 0.
not
Chacon
Present
ing for' a short visit with friends in lomo in St. Louis lar, night after
Harvard vs. Tale, at Boston.
ever, failed to attract any powerful
Creighton, 12; Omaha, 0.
The case of Felipe M. Chacon, asI as Vegas.
I. living 'jeoi a business visitor in Las GENERAL
CHASE REQUESTS ASArmy vs. Springfield T. S., at West speculative following after the up9; Kansas, 0.
Nebraska,
sociate editor of La Voz del Pueblo,
Mrs. Louie Inman of St. Louis re?as for several days
SAULT CASES BE DROPPED BY
turn had been achieved and business
Wesleyan, 20; New York Univer Point.
of which Lieutenant Governor E. C.
turned to Las Vegas yesterday and
Albert
Carl
Beeler,
Hoffman,
Henry
CIVIL OFFICERS
0.
Navy vs. New York University, at slackened steadily as prices rose. Ulsity,
de Baca is one of the publishers, was
will remain here for the remainder Richest, of Berthard, Col., Henry
Marquette University, 34; St. Louis Annapolis.
timately the list showed signs of re
of the winter.
the first cause set for trial. When it
Schmidt and F. D. Gore, of Loveland,
Cf.
Syracuse vs. Carlisle. Indians, at turning heaviness. Bonds were easy.
Trinidad, Colo., Nov. 17. Charges
University,
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Tisdale of New Col., composed a party of stock men
Cha, Syracuse,
to murder was called this morning, neither
of assault with intent
The market closed firm. Results of
University of Cincinnati, 14;
York city arrived in Las Vegas yes- who were business visitors in Las
Brown vs. Tufts.
25.
four strikers were dismissed con nor his attorney, Judge E. V,
the
against
Blackening of trade in the Steel
a
terday afternoon for several days' Vegas Saturday.
Mount Union, 0; Ohio Northern, 0.
in the civil courts this morning when Long, was present. At the request of
Lafayette vs. Lehigh, at South Beth- Industry gave rise to rumors of posvisit in the city.
'
Mrs. Barrett McCormick and little Justice C. A. Bowers was informed District Attorney Charles W. G. Ward
lehem.
Western Reserve, 22; Miami, 0.
sible wage reductions. This acted as
E. T. Burchard of Washington ar
daughter arrived in Las Vegas yes- by General Chase that the men were the bail of the defendant was, not for
20.
Wisconsin vs. Chicago, at Chicago. a drag on United States Steel when
21;
Northwestern,
Indiana,
rived in Las Vegas yesterday after- terday afternoon from Denver to join
feited. Chacon was ordered to appear
Minnesota vs. Illinois, at Urbana.
Drake, 2&; Iowa Normal, 0.
the general market showed some tend
noon and will spend several weeks in Mr. McCormick, who is employed by military prisoners, and ordered that in court this afternoon. It is under
Missouri vs. Kansas, at Columbia.
held
be
his
The
orders.
Iowa, 45; Ames, T.
they
awaiting
ency toward Improvement near the
the rity as a visitor.
the Lubin New Mexico Motion Pic- defendants are charged wih, having stood he will file a demurrer to the
Nebraska vs. Iowa, at Lincoln.
close. Reading and .Union Pacific
Holy Cross, GO; Fordham, 0.
J. F. Church, a prominent real es ture company.
indictment, which charges libel. The
Indiana
vs. Purdue, at Bloomington,
attacked
Connecticut
Herbert
clerk
Stevens
mine
2S;
were the leaders in the recovery.
institute,
Smith,
in
came
of
tate man
yester
Denver,
libelous article appeared in La
Max Levy, formerly a resident of at the
T.
umo btate vs. Northwestern, at The last sales were:
mine, on the after alleged
McLaughlin
Agricultural,
busi
short
from
a
his
home
for
day
Las Vegas and well known here, came noon of November 8.
Voz several months ago and is said
Columbus.
Bucknell, 23; Gettysburg, 0.
Amalgamated Copper
ness visit in Las Vegas.
to,
in last nieht from Bisbee, Ariz., on
This is the first indication that to have contained statements concernDickinson, 21; Swarthmore, T.
Mfi
Sugar, bid
Manuel
his way to Denver. He left this aft- General Chase
C.
of
de
El
Baca,
ing
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Springfield, 14; Jtassachusetts Agproposes to try all
Atchison
ernoon. JVLr. Levy is in the brokerage
which may be construed as
0.
with law violation
Nov. 17. Rain here and Northern Pacific
mcago,
gies,
persons
charged
business in Denver and Bisbee.
in connection with the present coal violation of the libel laws.
drought In Argentina served today to Reading
Rutgers, 30; Trinity, T.
Miss Marguerite
Babberson, Miss
The greater portion of the morning,
lift wheat values. Opening
T.
court.
in
8;
Georgetown,
strike,
Virginia,
military
figures Southern Pacific
and Mrs. J. F.
Eskell Bartley;.--Mr- .
after the juries hadTbeen empaneled,
ITrsinus-Franklihere were
to
District
and
Deputy
Ralston,
Q
Marshall,
Attorney
and
the Union Pacific
higher
Dillon and W. C. Kotts, members of
.imi
was occupied by the disposition of game cancelled.
mantei seemed inclined to steady United States steel
upon receipt of the order of General
the theatrical company, "Officer 6G6,"
cases.
civil
cases
The
several
of
J.
Fresh-menwithin that range. The close was United States Steel,
Harvard Freshmen, 9; Yale
Chase, ordered the case stricken from
pfd. ,
arrived in Las Vegas yesterday and
a shade lower, to
0.
the civil records without prejudice. Y. Lujan against the British Amerieasy,
cent
this
in
will play
evening.
Las Vegas
can
Assurance
the
Hartford
company,
net lower.
The four prisoners were arrested by
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Washington, 0; Missouri, 19.
Lawrence Tarome, son of Mr. and
and the
company
Weather
re- Fire Insurance
South
in
authorities
and
the
Agthe
later
corn
7;
was
Dakota,
belt
Kansas
military
un
Michigan
to
Las
City, Nov. 17 Hogs, reMrs. Charles Tamme, returned
settled and there was a general rush ceipts 9,000. Market 10 cents lower.
leased on bonds by the civil authori- Westchester Fire Insurance company, gies, 19.
now
will
and
evening
Vegas Saturday
General Chase immediately actions to compel the companies to
Occidental' College, 26; University of of shorts to cover. First figures were Bulk $7.50!37.80;
16cate in Las Vegas. Mr. Tamme has ties.
heavy $7.607.85;
'
pay the face amount of policies car- Utah, 14.
caused
to
the strikers to be
l cent up and later packers and butchers $7.E57.S0;
been residing in Raton for the past
ried
on
a
at
and
San
stock
building
Picture Films Confiscated
Aggies, 10;
Oregon
Washington there was a still further hardening. lights $7.457.75; piga $(i.507.o.
few months, but finds Las Vegas a
'
The close; was easy at a net
One thousand feet of moving pic- Ignacio, which were destroyed by fire State, 2.
more suitable location. He is in the
gain of
Cattle, receipts
21,000. Market
to ,
ture films taken during an attack by seevral months ago were ordered
University of Washington. 10; Uniinsurance business.
steady to 10 cents lower. Prime fed
continued
until
Thursday.
Oats went up
versity of Oregon, 7.
because of the steers $S.759.40;
A party composed of Dr. and Mrs. strikers upon a trainload of guards
dressed beef
Tomorrow will be occupied solely
University of Idaho. 29; Whitman strength of other grain.
steers $78.75; western steers $S.E0
Frank II. IT., Robert3, Dean and Mrs. near Lpdlow were confiscated yester-terda- y wtih criminal cases which are set for
at Walsenburg by the militia
Provisions wefe irregular, opening
College, 3.
Frank Carroon, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
steers $37.B0;
8.50; southern
trial. The first case to be heard toa shade lower to 23 cents
now
are
in
0.
and
of
Colorado
General
61;
Van
A
Mrs.
Aggies,
and
possession
with cows $4.257;
Mr.
Wyoming,
S. Burch,
higher,
heifers
$5.259;
morrow likely will be that of Vivian
pork, on lively speculative
Lehigh, 16; Haverford, 5.
Ross, Miss Susie Chase. It is said that dozens of the
demand, stackers and feeders
$5,507.G0;
That's what Horn, MissMissMayMildred
who
is charged with attempt . Richmond College, 2; Randolph Ma- leading the advance. The
McMahon and members of the attacking party are Chavez,
closing bulls $4.757; calves $6.6010.25.
Whitaker,
ed arson, jacobo Brito, who is chargand
"1! you want,
quotations were as follows:
con, 18.
E. Kelly went to plainly recognizable. General Chase
Francis
Professor
Sheep, receipts 10,000. Market 10
Caed with ftssauH, a!so is likely to be
I'nt's vlnt
Wheat, Dec. 86; May 91..
cents lower.
University of South Carolina, 10;
Lambs $7.10f;7.65;
Mishawaka on Saturday afternoon. will view, the pictures late today'.
lumet is guarantried
tomorrow.
C. W. Fairchild, recently appointed
Corn, Dec. 71; May 71.
Davidson, 0.
Dr. Roberts spoke in the evening on
wethers fi.EO
yearlings
$3.506.25;
teed to give
Upon the motion of District AttorOats, Dec. 38; May 42.
University of Georgia, 14; Georgia
"Sex Pedagogy.", The little school military secretary to General Chase,
(95.25; ewes $14.75.
you
discourt this morning
Tech., 0.
Pork, Jan. $20.67; May J20.67&.
"house on the hill was crowded to its arrived here this morning and is en- ney Ward, the
is sure in utmost capacity and all greatly enjoy- gaged in the distribution of military missed the case against John Smith,
Lard, Jan. $10.92; May $11.12.
Wanted Good, clean rags. 5 cents
University of North Carolina, 29;
The strike zone is quiet colored, who was indicted several Lake Forest, 0.
Ribs, Jan. $10.97; May $11.07. per pound.
ed both the lecture and the several supplies.
perfect leavenOptic Ofnce.
ing and raising readings given by Miss May Ross. Af- and many miners are returning to months ago on a charge of murder. Tulane, 31; Southwestern, 9.
Smith was porter on a Santa, Fe train, "
qualities, in ter the entertainment most elaborate work, .according to General Chase.
University of Mississippi, 21;" Unifrom
which, it was alleged, a, man versity of Arkansas, 10.
Miners
I'll wholesorneness,
Beaten in Raton
refreshments were served by the lain purity.
Four
miners are said to who was killed at Rowe over a year
Auburn, 4; Vanderbilt University, 6.
dies of the W. C. T. U. and numerous
Hi'!!1
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off the train
thrown
University of Florida, 18; Citadel,
toasts were responded to by different have been attacked and beaten at Ra- ago,
and
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ton, N. M., yesterday by strike
a
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y
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Ohio
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Washington and Lee, 28; West Vircakes,are bound
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that he had been carried past his sta- ginia University, 0.
to result from NEW OFFICES
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tion, The charge was dismissed with
its use.
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Mississippi A. and M., 0; LouisTECOLOTE
leave
to reinstate.
SANTA FE STATION
iana, 0.
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ing the November term, of., the court
than other bak;
.,
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Mi
CONDITION OF HIGHWAY
ing powders
; Court bailiffs,
Carlos Griego, and
1 OFFICERS. REMOVED?" FROM
!
and it's moderi
THERE t,
CALENDAR OF SPORTS FOR
Manuel, Gallegos; grand jury, bailiff,
FREIGHT DgPOT
ate in cost.
t
Mayor R. J. Taupert, who is now Luciano. Martinez; Interpreter to the
THE COMING WEEK ., i
in Santa Fe, telephoned the local road
.... ;v
grand jury, Pedro A. Tafoya; interWork was started this morning at
Insist on it
Mil
commission" this afternoon" that to'
'ii i"i
to
court,
Luis
the
preter
on
Armijo;
at your grocers. the Santa Fe station
improvemorrow. Governor McDonald. State court
in1
Monday
ri
crier, Placido Rivera.
ments, which, when completed, will
Engineeri James A. French and anThe panels of the grand and petit
Annual meeting of the Amateur
Ii CU Sf
provide quarters for a telegraph oper- other
AWARDS
engineer would make a trip to juries are filled by the following citi- Athletic union, at New York.
ator and various other functionaries
ii,i
World's Pure Fowl
Tecolote
with the view of ascertain-,r-! zens of
Willie Hoppe vs. Calvin Ds na ".)st, at
t xposition, Chicago necessary fqr , the checking of train
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K v.
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what must be done to
exactly
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New
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The road S'evero
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not
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which
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S.
commission, headed by George Hun12
Offices
Antonio
rounds, at Boston.
Gallegos,
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Vgtably will be complet- ker, this afternoon started making Tranquilino Baca,
Jess Willard vs. George. Rodel, 10
Alfonso Rael, A. T. Rogers, Sr., Cata
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trip
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building, corner of Market
Harrison Court.
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A FARMERS' COURSE
ways along Oie Atlantic coast, thereState College, Nov. 17. Five, short
by forming a contln'uous inner naviga4, 1SS8, an tion route from Boston to Key West. courses will given to the farmers r..i
article under the heading of "High- The Cape Cod ship canal and other ranchers of New Mexico this whiter
land Street Cars" appeared in the important links in this proposed wat- by the State College of Agriculture
Lally Evening Item, Lynn, as follows; erway are already completed or under and Mechanic Arts. It has been de"A special car, with horses attached, construction and it is hoped that with cided to adopt the Colorado plan in
will be run over the tracks of the givornment aid the entire
project: offering these courses, so far as the
Highland electric railway this after- may become an accomplished fact number of instructors in tha Institu-- '
noon, and Wednesday the car will within the next decade. Addresses tion permits, which is to give a five-dacourse along lines of special lobegin to run regular trips, with horses, and papers will be presented to the
until electric wires and poles are convention covering practical'y every cal interest and value, in such counphase ot the subject by men familiar ties as pledge an enrollment-o- f
laid."
one
Sure enough, the first electric car with the problems the undertaking hundred at the nominal fee of two
was run over the Highlands on that presents.
dollars each for the whole course.
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date, with horses attached. This car
was a boxed affair and was, only a
few years ago, taken off the Highland
route and converted into a double
track car, and was run on the Euclid
avenue route up to a year ago, when
it was replaced by the present modern conveyance on this line. The
first trip of the car was made with
a pair of gray horses. These hauled
the car as far as the foot of Roekaway
street, where q. pair of tow horses
were added and the car pulled up the

The street air celebrated its twen
birthday in October. It Beems
hardly possible that the modern street
railway system, one of the greatest
developments of this electrical age,
should be no older than 25 vears. Yet
it was in October, 1888, that the first
electric street, railway passenger car
ever operated in this country was
wnt on its initial trip at Lynn, Mass.,
taking the present course of the High
land' Circuit route through several of
the principal streets of the city. Trips
for the first few, weeks were made hill.
There was a large passenger list
with horses and they continued to
and everything went well unaboard
cars
and
the
the
until
poles
pull
summit of the High Rock
the
til
wires were erected for electric power.
This was . the first electrically street Incline was reached. At this
equipped street passenger car ever place President Breed' requested that
run In the United States. "Why the Mr, Grover, who was on hand to eu-- 1
Highland section of the city was se- pervlsa the running of this trip, take
lected as an appropriate place for the reins and run the car down the
running this car seems rather pecul- hill. Taking his position on the front
iar to the present generation, but platform Mr. Grover set his brake and
there was a reason for fills. Tnvent signalled the horses to start. The
ors of those days were working zeol-usl- descent, was made in perfect order
to present a
elec- and, upon reaching the city hall, the
tric car. The Highland district, with car was sent back to the Myrtle street
tta steep hills, presented
the best stables, from which place It was first
sent out.
the
Invention
latest
for
place
putting
On Wednesday, September 5, the
to a severe test
on which the first regular trips
concar
was
day
for
the
Machinery
structed at the Lynn works of the were commenced on the Highlands,
General Electrio company, and rather an article under the heading of "Load
than go to the- expense of trying the ed Cars" appeared in the Daily Even
new invention out In eomo other mu- ing Item, as follows: "The Highland
nicipality, it, was deemed wise to put circuit horse cars carried large loads
it. to its first test In the home city. this noon, and there is no question
There was a sufficient number of but what a large traffic will reward
dwellings about the Highlands at this the enterprise of the L. & B. Ry." On
time to guarantee paying expenses this same evening a display of fire
works was given at the summit of
providing the car was a success.
Work of erecting the support poles Roekaway street incline, in celebraand overhead wires was completed in tion of the opening of this line. A
less than two months' time, and about committee headed by David Cheever
the latter part of October, 1888, the and Edward Miller, old residents of
car was sent over the Highland, for the "hill," raised sufficient funds with
the first time under its own power. which to offset the expenses, of fireTt. afforded the latest
curiosity ot the works and upon each trip of the car
of
time and hundreds
citizens, togeth over Roekaway street rockets were
e.r with prominent electrical experts, shot into the air.
John Owens, deceased, was the first
turned out to witness the car run up
the hill under its own power. Elec motorman to run the Highland cir
tricity for operating this car was sup- - cuit car over the Highlands under its
f lied by a small power plant located own power.
Hundreds of interested citizens
m the basement of the old Lennox
turned out to watch the car ascend
and descend the hills over which its
OBNTISTS
course was laid.
It was put on a
DH. F. B. HUXMANN
schedule and this running
time has been maintained up to the
Dentist
.Dental work of any description at
present time. The cars of today are
of about the same size as the first
moderate prices
cars run over this route
ft com 1, Center Block, Tel Main
Wonderful improvements have been
East Las Vegas, Now Mexico
made in the line of electrical conveyances for tourists and travelers since
Professional Health Culture for Ladles the
Highland circuit electric car was
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
first put into operation. Prominent
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
electrical experts from various parts
Treatment, Facial Massage, Mani
of the country and the world came to
cure, Chiropody.
Lynn shortly after the first electric
Hotel Romalne
car was put into service to observe
m.
to
3:30 p.
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m.
its operation. From this invention of
1888 vast improvements have come in
electric conveyances. Previous; to the
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
operating of the first electric car on
; AlfD
the Highlands that year, there was no
SIGN PAINTING
such thing as electric passenger car
in operation in any part of the world.
N. O.
h
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HERMAN

429 GRAND AVE

A.
tight feeling in the chest accom
panied by a short, dry cough. Indi
cates an Inflamed condition In the
To relieve it buy the dollar
lungs.

FURNITURE AND
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
BOUOH1 AND SOLO

roxsero

&

nuauLPH

12iar.Mmtlonml Avm.

size BALLARD'S HOREHOHND SYR- DP: you get with each bottle a free
HERRICK'S RED PEPPER POROUS
PLASTER for the chest. The syrup

relaxes the tightness and the plaster
draws out the Inflamation. It is an
ideal combination for curing colds
settled in the lungs. Sold by Cen
tral Drug Co. Adv.

For Children There Is Nothing Better
A cough medicine for children must
help their coughs and colds without
bad effects- on their little stomachs
and bowels.
Foley's Honey and Tar
exactly fills this need. No opiates,
no sour stomach, no constipation follows lta use. Stuffy colds, wheezy
breathing, coughs and croup are all
quickly helped. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
COMPLETE CAMINO REAL
Santa Fe, Nov. 17. "By 3915 El
Camino Real will enable tourists to
make the trip from Raton Pass to El
Paso In two days with eass," declared

State Engineer French today. In another month he expects to throw a
large force of men to work on the
road south of Albuquerqce to complete
the stretch to the Socorro county
line, $18,000 being available for that
purpose.
At the same time, a force of good
roads workers will get busy on the
line from Los Lunas west to Gallup
and thence to St. Michaels or rather
to the Arizona boundary. By 3915 the
road from Santa Fe to Taos is also
to be in first class shape so that the
tourist making the trip over Camino
Real will have the choice of three
roads to Arizona, by way of Gallup,
by way of Magdalena and the Borderland route, and In addition the road
over Taos pass and Taos to Santa Fe
or west from Santa Fe or Albuqcer-qu- e
to Vaughn and to Roswell and
down the Pecos valley.
After the beginning of the fiscal
year Engineer French will have available not only state, but also several
county appropriations as well as the
proceeds of the distribution from the
forest reserve, school and road fund
which he expects will be made in a
day or two and which runs over

With its present appropriations the
institution cannot spare its instructors for more than five weeks during
the college year and it has therefore
been found necessary to limit the
number of these county courses to five
for this year; and in order to determine which counties shall get the
course id has been decided to offer it
to the five counties in the state
pledging the largest enrollment under the above terms, with' a minimum of one hundred. The decision
as to which counties shall be selected
will be made on January First, 1914,
and the course will be given during
January and February.
The large enrollment for a course
of this kind which is now being given ill the Mesilla Valley has led the
college to adopt this plan for these
courses, and it is expected that .with
the hearty
of the farmers and ranchmen of the state they
will be of great value to the agricul
tural interests. The president of the
college, Dr. George E. Ladd, urges the
farmers, ranchpien and others in every county of New Mexico , to hold
meetings and make efforts to get one
of the five-dashort courses for their

i.n
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cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
Five

Pfitten, Secretary
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For irrigated or
farm lands. 2S lots in Trinidad.
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Attorneys-at-La-
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Phone

5301.

P. O. ELKS Meets
second and If
fourth Tuesday evening nt
month Elks' home on Ninth street
and
uougias avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially invited. Gov. Win. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler- - n w
Secretary.

A

nri
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This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hail, Sixth
street, on the
first and third Mondavn of erh

-i-

EMPRESS

month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
iames always welcome. O. L. Fiers-manPresident: A. D. Tillman uinor,.
cler; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
vw jacsson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy. 1011 Sixth street.
East Las Vegas, N. M.

FLOUR
It 's giving you

a present for doing something
you 'd do any

!

L. O, O. MOOSE

fourth

f you use

-

Thursday

way when you
leam how Much

1

BetferEMPRESS
FLOUR reclk is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

7

SONS'OAA
STANDARD

SILVER
PLAT- Ej

especially welcooe
cordially invited.

BEAUTIFUL
(STER-

LING) FINISH

State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNLucas County,
bs.
EMPRESS
CIL' NO.
second and
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
can be ob- lie is senior partner of the firm of t urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business Pioneer building.
Visiting members
from
in the City of Toledo, County and are cordially invited. Richard Devine, g tained in this city
State aforesaid, and that said firm G. K.; Frank
Angel, F. S.
ALL
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every case
of catarrh that cannot be cured by the
ts

GROCERS

use of HALL'S

RETAIL PRICES

CATARRH

CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presence, this 6th day of
December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each 'Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 Ibg, Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 It)., Each Delivery
Less than SO Ibe., Each Delivery

Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally and acts directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation. Adv.
Pain In Back and Rheumatism
Torment thousands of people daily.
Don't be one of these sufferers when
for so little cost you can get well rid
of the cause. Foley Kidney Pills begin their good work from the very
first dose. They exert so direct an
action on the kidneys and bladder
that the pain and torment of backache, rheumatism and kidney trouble
is soon dispelled. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

100 lbs.
per 100 lb.

20c
25c

per

......30c per

lb.

109

40c per 108 lb.
50c per 100 lee.

Harvesters, 8 torera, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegaa famous.
OFFICE

701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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liminary business and the reception
of the delegates. The regular business
INSURANCE SEEMS TOO HIGH
sessions will begin tomorrow morning
Tex., Nov. 17. Members of
Marlin,
and continue through Thursday. Folthe Southwestern yce Manufacturers'
lowing the close of the convention the association are
gathering here for the
members of the association and their
nineteenth annual convention of their
to
will
families
take a trin
Havana:
organization. The association has
several hundred members In the leadA Maker of Health
A good honest medicine like Foley ing cities and towns of Texas, OklaKidney Pills gives health to many homa, Louisiana and Arkansas. The
families. Mrs. O. Palmer. .635 Willow most important matter to be discussSt., Green Bay, Wis., was seriously ed by the convention is the subject
ill with kidney and bladder trouble.
of insurance rates on ice factories
Mr. Palmer writes:
"My wife Is
which it Is
cold storage
and
rapidly recovering her health and claimed are too plants,The
high.
agitation
strength due solelv to the use of FoO. G. Schaefer may result In the formation of a muley Kidney Pills."
nad Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
tual insurance company to include all
plants having membership in the association.
SPOKANE'S BIG APPLE SHOW
Spokane, Wash., Nov. 17. Carloads
of the choicest products of the orchTHEY PASSED HIM
ards of the northwest were placed on
The civil service examinations for
display here today at the opening of the fire department of Chicago conthe sixth annual National Apple Show tained the following:
and Fruit Products Congress. The
"Name three fire extinguishers."
exhibition will continue through the
When the papers were returned for
week. Following last year's success- correction, an answer to the above
ful innovation, the apple show is to was:
be combined with a congress of Pa"Chief, lieutenant and sergeant."
cific, northwest fruit growers, bankers, transportation experts and busi
ness men who will discuss financing,
marketing, storage and other problems of the fruit growing industry.
Many delegates are already in the
city from Oregon, Washington, Idaho
audi Montana,

p.
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THREE rooms for light housekeeping
or two bedrooms, 624 Sixth street.

Purple

a

a

meets every Monday
A.TTOKNEYx
evening at
their hall on Sixth street AH
vtetln?
brethren cordially invited to
HUNKER & HUNKER
attend
F. D. Fries. N. o . na
Georga A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunkei
tt

Elwood, Secretary; Karl
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery Las Vega?.
dry
uBiee.

For Rent

Fred Lewis, 9,126.
C. C. Gero, 9,117.

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

.

No.

p.
p.

Depan

1:20 p. m...
3. . . 6:10 a. m...
t .
.. 4:20 p. m...
9. .. 6:35 p. m.

No.
No.
No.

writes-"Foley'-

will receive the attention of the convention.
Today was devoted to pre-

p.

2:05 a. m. . . .2:10 a' ts
1:45 p. m . . . 2:10 p. n
West Bound

Monday m

at

Depan

m... 9:5
m... 11:05

2. .. 9:10 p.

con- -

Blood, Secretary.
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TO TRADE
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East Bound
Arrive

No. i
No . i.
NO. 3, ROY- - No. 10.

7:30 n. m
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LOCAL TIME CARD
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conclave
c; 4 Tus- -.
day in each month at Masonic Temple at 7:ii . m. G
H
KlakeL B. C.: Chas.
Tamme, k No.

Temple
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feJixJ mTigi
ill TTVA'J

NO.
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each
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LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
u
nun MASONS-Reg- ular
vocation
first
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RATES
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LODGE NO. 2, A, F. A FRATERNAL.
BROTHERHOOD
NO,
Acom- 102 Meets every Monday
at
night
munication tint and O. R. C hall, on
Douglas avenue at
k""u
laursoay in 8 o'clock.. Visiting members are cor.
aCb moath' TIalUni
J. C. Wertz. Presi
dially welcome.
brothers cordially In- dent; j. T. Buhler. Secretary; O. H.
Bally, Treasurer.

Meets second an.
evening eaci
mouth at W. O. W.. hall.
Visitin.
FOR RENT Sino-'furnished room;
brothers cordially invited. Howard 'I
furnace heated. 915 Sixth street.
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
FOR RENT Desirable front room in i. E, ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54
I. O. of B. B. Meets
modern home. 1112 Douglas avenue.
evary first Tue
Phone Purple 5501.
day of the month in the vestry roonir
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock v
FOR RENT Well furnished house m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
the one entitled to take his choice of good location, cheap If taken at vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charle.
DRUG MEN FIGHT "DOF--n EVIL"
the two gold watches on display in
once. Phone Main 407.
Greenclay, Secretary.
Jacksonville, Fla., Nov. 17. Hearty R. J.
window. The contest
Taupert's
with federal, rstate and will
close Wednesday, evening.
FOR RENT Cottage
In desirable MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
municipal authorities in their efforts
The standing pf the contestants this
Meet in the Forest of Brotherb
neighborhood, newly nainted. na
to restrict and regulate the sala of inmorning was as follows:
Love at Woodmen of ths World bal.
electric
Low
pered,
rate.
lights.
win
jurious and habit forming dr'jgi
Miss Wright, 18,910.
on the second and fourth Mondays o'
Phone Purple 5301.
be pledged by the wholeaa.-- druggets
Miss Bloom, 15,lo0.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
of the United States, now usscmbled
Edward Rosenthal, 12,477.
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman Sonsul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. V.
in this city for the annual convention.
Max Ilfeld, 11,305.
employed,
Visitint
comfortable, furnished Montague, Local Deputy.
Trade readjustments necessitated by
Miss Burns, 11,255.
"'"
room; no health
members are

I

illU

1,
K"

NICE quilts for sale. 618 Main.
F. L. Willis,
suffered greatly from asthma and
bronchitis. He writes: "I got no re $3,000.00 buys a nicely furnished
lief until I took Foley's Honey and
house in good location; good
Tar Compound.
It entirely removed
barn and chicken houses. Cheaper
those choking sensations, and never
unfurnished. Call at 1026 Fifth
tailed to produce an easy and comstreet.
fortable condition of the throat and
lungs. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
FOR SALE Pure apple cider and
good apples. Prices right, phone
Olive 5621 or call 930 Tilden.

Buy These FIRST for
the Christmas Season

j

COLUMN

ALA.

CLOSE ON WEDNESDAY
More Bottles Sold Each year
It is easy to understand why an
Increasing number of bottles of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound Is SEVERAL OF THE CONTENDERS
sold yearly. Thos. Verran. 286 EdADVANCED THEIR STANDING
ward Street, Houghton. Mich., gives
ON SATURDAY
an excellent reason when he
Honey and Tar Compound
has always proven an effective remWith but three days in which to
edy, quickly relieving tickling in the complete their canvass, the contest
throat, and stopping the cough with ants in the Jacoby subscription con
no bad after effects. O. G. Schaefer
test went to work with a will this
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
morning. Each was determined to be

'

-

sate

DEEPER WATERWAYS
Jacksonville, Fla., Nov. 17. Men
who are vitally interested in the development of waterways throughout
the entire country, but mainly those
The'Best Place to Eat
in the eastern
part of the United
States, are gathering in this city to
HreaUast, Dinner or Supper
take part in the sixth annual convenia Las Vegas
tion of the A tlantic Deeper Waterways
association. The sessions of the conC. C. CLAYTON,
rrop P vention will begin tomorrow and con517 DOUGLAS AVK.
tinue until Friday. The mornings will
t
to Postal Telegraph Office
f be given to business and the after
noons to sightseeing, including a trip
up the St. Johns river. The sessions
will be presided over by Congressman
J. Hampton Moore of Pennsylvania,
who is president of the association.
a
Governors, congressmen, mayors and
To pst out New Meial
representatives of boards of trade,
maritime and commercial organizaWould Make Them Better If They
Could
tions from many states will take part
ui lour d, ms ani hibi'ows to kwp
Of Foley Kidney Tills
makers
The
in
association
The
e...l!ti:s.
the
!!'
n( colrt and
the
of ti'iw that they have absolutely
is working for the improvement,
best combination of curative end
w
A WE FUEL
harbors
1913
inland
waterways pnnllns medicines tor kidney and
and
oi the Hr"der ailments and urinary irregu-tiiTout'liout a 1itri'.e
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SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTiC, MONDAY,
DISCUSSED

CONSERVATION

since the White House conference,
exand discussed ideas and plans
tending the sco;u f tb:;- wont.

For the 'first
time since ihe historic conference of
governors ai the Whits House, at
movement
w!i-the
ynservatkm.
siarted live years ago, a national report has been compiled, showing just
what conservation has accomplished
in the different states. The National
Association of Conservation Commissioners, a newly formed organization
made up of conservation commissioners from all the states, nerd its initial
meeting at the New Willard hotel today, preliminary to the opening of
the National Conservation Congress
tomorrow.
Dr. George B. Condra of
Lincoln, Neb., presided at the nieet-ing- .
The commissioners reported
what had been done in their states
x7.

.
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COAT COLLAR H1AKE
NOVEL COMBINATION

Had Taken His Weight in Medicine
M. D. Faucett, of Gillsville, Ga.,
saj'S he had taken his weight In med-

piece is a novelty,
purpose of an ornamental
coat collar and a chimesette to match,
both In one piece. To make it successfully one must first select a strong
but filmy pattern in the machine-madlaces. They will stand washing and
not draw out of shape. They do not
need to be stayed with net, as the
threads of which they are woven are
very firm.
n order to make this
fit,
a good sailor collar pattern of tissue
paper is to be laid over the coat collar and brought under the lapel. The
chimoisette ends are then cut from
paper and curved out to fit the neck
in front, with the paper extended at
each side to meet the sailor collar.
Pin the pieces together where they
meet and remove the collar. After
trimming away the superfluous paper,
paste the two pieces together.
' When the pattern has been cut in this
way, it may be found to be a little irf
of it Is needed
regular. .Just,
In cutting tlio lace, so this irregularity
does not make an difference.
Tlio collar is cut from
lace

THIS neck
the

icine for headache and constipation,
but never, used anything that did him
so much good as Chamberlain's Tablets, For sale by all dealers. Adv.

e

In aamp, chilly weather there 1s
always a large, demand for. BALLARD'S SNOW L1N1MEVT because
many people who know by experience
its great relieving power in
aches and pains, prepare to
Price
apply It at the first twinge.
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold
hv Central Drug Co. Adv.
rheo-maM-

AND

e

neck-piec-

DLADKETS

ADirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
ssortmentfine colorings -- unique patterns all
prices.

e

one-hal-

--

all-ov-

NOVEMBER

it may be machine stitched to place at
the same time as the fold. Narrow
lace edging or beading may be used
Instead or a very small and fine finishing braid.
Small fancy buttons finish the
chimesette at tho front, but It fastens
with tiny hooks and eyes placed under them.
This neck piece Is made up in many
materials. It is pretty la French embroidered batiste, In plain wash net or
of the finest crochet laces. When
made entirely by hand something Is
added to its value. It is a novelty
that will make an acceptable Christ
mas present One who knows how to
make fine tatting could make up the
piece of little tatting wheels. Such a
development will produce a gift worth
several dollars.
For practical wear, however, the
machine made wash laces and nets
are best of all. It is the crisp freshness of such little accessories that
makes them charming.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
,

Frllli for Plain Frocka.
Providing they can be kept
there is no easier way of
dressing up the plain little frock in
serge or dark silk which nearly every
girl has for early autumn wear than
a wrist, neck and plastron set in
white malines.
The wristlets are
merely very full
frills,
shirred onto narrow ribbons by which
they may be attached to cuftless
sleeves, and the collar consists of
two frills one of three-incwidth
width
overlapping one of
at the center of the back, where they
are wired to stand up and whence
they taper gradually to beneath the
chin, where they lie flat and are secured under a narrow velvet pump
bow.
The plastron Is a
affair of finely tucked malines extending from the shoulders to below the
bust and further lengthened and widened by a three-incfrilling.
Maline

fresh-lookin-

three-inch-wid- e

These blankets are Genuine Souveniers of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

fir:.,

h

four-inc-

it

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.
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Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away
with

h

Wholesalers

New Mexico Largest

t.i,V..a.ri,,-.1.- ,
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IS
POSSIBLE

a dress as good looking aB
TO make
pictured in the illustration is an

to our city

greatest

farce of the century and I want
to greet them
with a capacity
house,whichwill
insure us of all
their attractions
playing here in
the future.
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AND VICINITY

- - Sl.OO,
PRICESSEATS
75c,
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It is not a bad plan if the lace is of
a very open pattern to baste it to a
ppper foundation before binding the
edges.
A narrow fold of tine net headed
ivith a cord or soutache braid finishes
the collar. Cut the fold on the
straight of the net in a strip two and
o
times as wide as the finished
r
Jd is to be. Fold it and baste it to
the collar, if soutache braid is used

S

Cohan & Harris,
foremost of
ing

Sl.oO

Wi'

Yd'
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SILK

send-

u

I., if

'"ided either crosswise or lengthwise.
this double fold of goods place
II of the pattern and cut the collar
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Powdered Coiffure.
i
White wigs met with enough success at Paris fetes of the late summer,
and at fashionable watering places, to
indicate that powdered hair will be
in vogue for evening in the coming
coifwinter. The high helmet-shapefure will also probably be adopted,
as it is suited to the perio.d of style
when the hair was powdered.

achievement to be proud of. It could
not be accomplished except that so little silk is required for the present
fashions in skirts. It cannot be done
if one must pay for the sewing.
But things were never easier for the
home dressmaker than at present. If
she can sew well and has good ideas
of correct and graceful lines, she can
buy a pattern and undertake her own
dressmaking with every assurance of
.'
success.
This does not apply to tailored
gowns, requiring expert and what may
But
be called professional sewing.
for gowns to be worn at home and for
fancy, visiting and party gowns, there
Is no good reason why the home dressmaker should not be able to copy a
good model in gowns of this character. Clothes do not fit the figure in
the present modes.
They are draped
1 Utae nee, glUceiul
lines,
upOil it.
more than anything else, must be depended upon, with proper use of fabrics and color, to make the remarkably beautiful costumes which have
been designed for the coming season.
In fabrics a yard wide, twice the
length of the figure will make the
dress pictured here. In narrower goods
one must allow from three to five
times the length of the figure.
Thin and supple fabrics must be
chostn, and one may find satin,
poplins, and other weaves selling at a dollar or a dollar and a quarter the yard. The width of the skirt
in the model shown is less than two
yards, therefore, twice the length of
the skirt, with an allowance for the
hem, and draping at the knee, is the
requirement of this skirt. As the
skirt is narrow, it is split at the left
side. A plaiting of silk, in a contrasting color, is let in at the Bplit, and requires a half yard of soft satin. This
plaiting is to be omitted if the dresa
is worn over a silk petticoat.
The skirt is plain and smooth fitting, except for three plaits laid In
the front breadth pt the left side seam.
muslin
It Is sewed to a
waist. A plain, thin, corset cover will
make a suitable waist to which, to attach it.
The waist Is niadd 'separately, and
put on with an attached sash of the
silk, which is wrapped about the body
and brought up to the left side of the
Here it is fastened iu a knot,
bust.
with a hanging end finished with a

Test for Hooks and Eyes.
To avoid using hooks and eyes that
will rust, always test them with a
magnet. If they can be drawn by
the magnet they contain steel and
should not be used on anything that
requires laundering.

ana cue two len.Tins draped over the
blouse, fastened in at the front and
with the corners hanging loose at
the back. These corners are finished
with small pendants like that on the
end of the sash at the front.
The sash is made from silk, which
Is left when the skirt is cut. In shading it to fit the hips, sufficient silk is
cut away from the width of the Gor.ds
to make it.
Black silk, made up with diner Id
green, or cerise or coral or white ur
in combination with some of Uie n.Id
new metallic colors, makes the rr;U
satisfactory development of this model. After the blouse has been drup'-'dthe sash is attached to it.
Allowing five dollars' to cover die
cost of the silk, whiah does not need
to be of a heavy quality, and two dollars for the net or lace for the b'lou;;u,
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SOCIAL AND
BUSINESS CARDS
Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.
All work must be perfect before

allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.
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with one dollar for the lace veil used
in draping, there remain two dollars to
cover the cost of a half yard of ribbon, three small pendants and a halt
yard of silk for the plaiting. The yard
of lace placed over the ribbon in the
blouse may be of cheap lace, since if
little silk pendant.
is covered by the veil.! Altogether an
The waist consists of a plain net
of ten dollajrs will purchase
allowance
or lace blouse. Across the front of
of wb'u this really
the
material,
this a halt yard of satin ribbon six
handsome
afternoon
visiting gown
inches wide is sewed under the bust. is
made.
with a galThis ribbon is cover
The skirt, when nule in black, will
loon of lace exteruW rfound the figserve to wear with several waists. A
ure just over the '
quite plain one in b(i,ck will give the
Finally a lace Vv r. Is divided in half gown
aa entirely different character.

tr

Watch this Space for Christmas Gift
Suj(es!ion.s From Now Until Christmas

We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies.
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Queen Quality in shoes means
ibility, durability and comfort.
and $4 at Hedgcock's. Adv.
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75 suits must be
sold at once 1

flex$3.50

Early this morning a rain storm
started, which continued until about
5 o'clock.
The fall was light.
Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rye. aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
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The Friendship club will meet

in charge of Exalted Ruler
W. J. Mills, to take pert in
"Golden God.1

morrow afternoon
"home
of Mrs. j.

E

1

Mrs.

I

BoosfesU,

inet. This preference was
shown us by the Hoosier
Mfg. Co. several years ago.
Since then our store has

sivtn picicrence Dy
,
for in most good
many Las,Vega
Will
a
kitchens you
find Hoosier cabinet.
i
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UNDERWEAR

ml

IB

WHEN YOU WANT THE

Best Meatl
IN T11E

J.

Johnsen S Son

C.

Exclusive Local Agents

F.TS

EVERYWHERE IS THE
ONLY UNDERWEAR

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
' S. B.
President.
Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Raynolds, Canhier.

E. D. Raynolds, Vic

Hallt

Union Suits

Is Now in Charge of Our
Cooking

CUT GO TO

that are ,sold by chest
measure alone fits the
f chest only. It ma y$he

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

too long or too short in
the waist and in either

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.
I ."'.

case you feel very

13he

OF LAS VEGAS. N.
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In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

Merchants Cafe
Our Sunday

Dinners
the Best Yet

to-

at 2 o'clock at the
c. Johnsen. 814

Seventh street, with
Comstock as hostess.

Johtisen's is the only store
in Las Vegas where
ycucan
buy a Hoosier Kitchtn Cab-

'A
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Mrs. I. K. LEWIS

Thursday evening at the Elkss" club
will take 'place.
This affair promises to be enjoyable
and entertaining. All Elks, and their
ladles are invited to be present.

All Klks should meet at 8 a,
m., Tuesday, in front of
IosenweJd's to go as a body,

HI!
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i THAT'S FIT TO WEAR

an informal dance,

iUuat'L. U'jsBtM.(-

WW
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Correct Garments for. Men

TWat Queen Quality shoes for
en liave stood the test for 20 years
In this locality Is a guarantee of quality, style, comfort. At Hedgcock's
Adv.
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The younger set of the Commercial
club will give a'iiance at the club
rooms Saturday night. All members
of the club are invited to this affair.
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CLOTHING STORE

1 1

The medals to be given in the state
oratorical contest are on exhibition
in Taupert's window today and to-
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Steams' Store
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house-wives-
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as a clerk.

Tins. lb. Packages
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Fay Miller of Le.vy has entered the
employ of the C. D. Boucher grocery

I

SeaJshipt Oysters
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ton inch high cut Bellows tongue
at Hedgcock's

shoe for men, $3.75
Adv.

Jersey Sweet Potatoes. Oxford Fruit
5 lb.

.
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The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs
Shank Tuesday at 3 p. m.

Pickles
New

I

f

m

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

OVSTEPwS
UR.KEY
CHICKEN
AND OTHER. GOOD THINGS

New Dill Pickles
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Light automoljile
this evening,

our Thanksgiving

17, 1915.
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to Fit Musi
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A

marriage license was issued this
at the court house to
tD. D.
Mares,
B'lori-daaged 15, and Fred.irico
,
Boucher, who is now in
y
has sent his family '"branch of Solano, aged 21, both of Bernal.
oranges and three lemons that resemGabriel Martinez, a resident
of
ble pumpkins. Mr. Boucher Is enjoyWe have a line of UNION
Chapelle,
applied this morning at the
ing good health and is having a good
court house for $2 as bounty upon a
time in Florida.
SUITS that are made on
coyote killed by him recently in preThe Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's Me- cinct No. 16.
a new system of body
morial church will meet tomorrow
A manage license was issued Satafternoon at 2:30 "Cock with Mrs. H.
measurements and each
P. Browne, corner of Fourth and Co- urday evening at the court house to
suit has the KENOSHA
lumbia, instead of with Mrs. William Miss Frances Inez Moll, aged 25, and
J. Lucas, as was announced Saturday. Wallace J. Matthews, aged 29. Miss
KLOSED-- CROTCH.
Moll is a resident of Cairo, 111., and
Salas Martinez was arrested by Mr. Matthews is a Las Vegan. He
Santa Fe Officer Klnman Saturday came here with the Lubin New Mexnight for trespassing. This morning, ico Motion Picture company and re
when brought before Judge D. R. cently entered the employ of the San
Murray, he was sentenced to serve 90 ta Fe railway
as hrakemnn Tho
M. GREEHBERGER
days.. The sentence was suspended wedding will occur tomorrow, it is
on the condition that Martinez leave understood.
the city at once.
That Benny Chavez would make a
Work was started this morning at better heavyweight
champion than a
the Y. M. C. A. for the installation bantamweight is the opinion of citiTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
of a drinking fountain In the gym- zens of Raton. Chavez,
at
Friday
nasium. This fountain has been do- that place, knocked1 down four times WANTED
Woman
for
general
TT.
nated by Dr. FraniH. Roberts a man weighing over 200
housework. 1100 Seventh street.
pounds. The
and George H. KInkel and Is being in- victim of the little Mexican was a
stalled while Secretary LeNoir Is ab- b!illy who had been tormenting the YOUNG MAN desirea light work on
sent from the city as a surprise to inhabitants of Raton, but when he ranch for board. Address Ranch.,
that official.
met Benny Chavez on. the street the
Optic.
tables were tcrned and the
Secretary George A. Fleming of the er found himself unnaturally put
Commercial club this morning receive- asleep by the bantam after he had
1
d1 a request from Miss Mary B. M
received 1. four consecutive floorings.
'
Dougal for several sheaves of wheat frfm the coming champion.
for use at the government "Indian
school for decoration on Thanksgiv
A NARROW ESCAPE
)
ing day. Miss McDougal stated that
What might have resulted In a sewheat was harder to find at Tohatchi, rious accident took place
yesterday
the location of the Indian school, afternoon near the Veeder brothers'
than; water on a desert. Mr. Fleming stable on the West side, when a horse
this morning sent several sheaves.
riddeni by Gregorio Rubio; an
fighter, slipped and fell while making
EATABLES
Frank W. Swerer and W. H. Bon-ha- a fast turn around a street
tmnpr
of the Deadwood, S. D., rioneer-TimeRubio judmped from the horse and
were In lias Vegas today. They thus escaped possible serious
FULL CREAM CHEESE
injury.
are en route from Deadwood to the The animal was caught in a rope on
Genuine Camembert
Pacifio coast Mr. Swerer is editor the saddle but soon was liberated.
arid manager of the Pioneer-Timeas Rubio. left the place, mounted once
well as part owner of that paper- Mr. more,' doubtless not
realizing how
Bonham is principal owner of the near he came to being badly hurt.
You ought to eat our
publication. Mr. Swerer says the Several serious accidents have resultroads to the north of Las Vegas are ed recently from careless
riding.
in excellent condition, and he com
plimented the people of northern New
Subscribe for The Ootlc.
for breakfast
Mexico upon the fine shape in which
the highways are maintained. The
autoists left this morning for Santa
i'3
morning

Interest Paid en

Suit

Flo-renc- ia

Body.

Time Deposits

FULLY EQUIPPf 0 AT VOUR

1,050

000

.

All soldiers meet at Armory
a.t 8 l. m.
All people who registered
meet act E. Romero Hose
IIoise for identification card
Dvt 8 a., m.

r
NOTICE TO ASSEMBLE WILL. BE GIVEN BY NINE TAPS OF
THE E. ROMERO HOSE COMPANY'S BELL, GIVEN IN GROUPS
OF THREE WITH AN INTERVAL BETWEEN.
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OVERLAND tiCDEfc

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Las

Veps

Automobile

8 Machine

Phone Main 344.

Co

Wm. Whalen. Prtp,
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Dome cf t&e Best'nf
Eveiyltlcs Eatale

s

"Virginia", Bacon

iRJVBDBULK PICKLES,
DILLS, SOURS. '
SWEETS. KRAUT
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Fancy Cauliflower,

Fresh Oysters
Just In at
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MOST IIT,AT FOR YOUR MONEY
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Lettuce

Co.

Ccllery and Sweet Potatoes
m

Don't drive your husband
down town by tearing- up the
whole house.
Have your RUGS and
CARPETS cleaned as they
lay on the floor by the

&

Gross, Ileily
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and SWEET RELISH

Orders
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